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Abstract
Sensory localization within cortex is a widely accepted and documented principle. Within
cortices dedicated to specific sensory information there is further organization. For example,
in visual cortices a more detailed functional division and hierarchical organization has been
recorded in detail. This organization starts with areas dedicated to analysis of simple visual
stimuli. Areas higher in the organization are specialized for processing of progressively
more complex stimuli. A similar hierarchical organization has been proposed within
auditory cortex and a wealth of evidence supports this hypothesis. In the cat, the initial
processing of simple auditory stimuli, such as pure tones, has been well documented in
primary auditory cortex (A1) which is also the recipient of the largest projection from the
thalamus. This indicates that at least the initial stages of a hierarchy exist within auditory
cortex. Until now it has been difficult to investigate the remaining hierarchy in its entirety
because of methodological limitations. In the present set of investigations the use of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) facilitated the investigation of auditory cortex
of the cat in its entirety. Results from these investigations support the proposed hierarchy in
auditory cortex in the cat with lower cortical areas selectively responding to more simple
stimuli while higher areas are progressively more responsive to complex stimuli.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
The transition from theological or mythical beliefs to analysis through logic and
experience that began around the 6th century B.C. revolutionized how we looked at the
world around us. It was during this time that the connection between the brain and our
senses was made, by Alcmaeon. One of the first to perform dissections, Alcmaeon noted
a physical connection between the back of the eye and the brain and theorized that similar
connections existed for the organs of all of the other senses (Wickens, 2015). Since this
time, there has been a dramatic advancement in our understanding of the brain’s
connection to, and processing of, our senses. For example, we now know that not only
are senses connected to the brain but that specific regions of the brain are dedicated to
processing of individual senses. Also, these sensory cortices can be further subdivided
into areas of functional specificity. The cortices responsive to visual stimuli, for
example, are subdivided into areas which specifically process visual features like faces
(Taylor and Downing, 2011), spatial location (Land, 2014), and motion (Lui and Rosa,
2015). It has been proposed that similar areal specialization within auditory cortices,
located on the lateral aspect of the cerebrum, also exists.
In this chapter, the methods used to define cortical areas in general will first be
discussed in order to give context to our current understanding of auditory cortex. Next,
the present knowledge surrounding the anatomy, organization, and function of auditory
cortex will be outlined. Then, the use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
for investigations of auditory cortex will be discussed. Finally, the necessity and
hypotheses for each of the three experiments included in this thesis, will be specified.

1.1

Defining Cortical Areas

Major landmarks are commonly used to describe gross anatomical organization. For
example, lobes of the human cerebrum and general location of sensory cortices are both
described using major sulci and gyri (Bear et al., 2007). Although the general location of
sensory cortices can be described this way, sub-divisions within each sense cannot.
There are many different methods for defining cortical subdivisions and, usually, these
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methods agree. Sometimes, however, methods do disagree and it is important, in these
instances, to have a working knowledge of the methods in question. This section is
dedicated to outlining major methods of delineation and their respective strengths and
weaknesses.

1.1.1

Structural

In the early 20th century Korbinian Brodmann divided the human cortex into 52 discrete
cortical regions (Brodmann, 1909). To do this, Brodmann processed tissue with stains
which enabled the visualization of cytoarchitectural, cellular organization, differences
among the layers of cortex. The most common method for cytoarchitectural assessment
of this sort is the Nissl stain. The Nissl stain enables the visualization of neuronal cell
bodies by staining the nucleus and surrounding material (Bear et al., 2007). The densities
of cell bodies are then used to demonstrate six distinct layers of cortex. While the full
thickness of cortex is relatively constant throughout the cerebrum, the distribution of
layers does change. It is these variations in laminar distribution that provide the basis for
the earliest proposed cortical subdivisions, such as those suggested by Brodmann.
A more recently developed cytoarchitectural method uses SMI-32
immunoreactivity which stains non-phosphorylated neurofilament proteins (Sternberger
and Sternberger, 1983). When used in conjunction with cortical tissue this results in
pyramidal cells in layers III and V being selectively stained (van der Gucht et al., 2001).
Pyramidal neurons in these layers are known to project to subcortical structures or to
distant cortical regions. Since individual areas within cortex will have different
projection patterns it stands to reason that there will be differences in SMI-32 staining
between areas. As expected, differences in the quality, diversity, density, and distribution
of stained cells contribute to the demarcation of cortical areas (van der Gucht et al.,
2001). SMI-32 has been successfully used to delineate finer subdivisions within visual
cortex of the old world monkey (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000) and cat (van der Gucht et
al., 2001) and auditory cortex of the cat (Mellott et al., 2010).
Techniques using cytoarchitecture to define cortical boundaries, such as Nissl and
SMI-32, are useful but do not provide a complete picture. They can provide little
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information about the functional properties for areas that are defined. Also, they cannot
provide information about connections, and their effects, of individual areas to and from
other cortical regions or subcortical structures.
Patterns of connections can also be used to demarcate cortical areas and define
their position within a hierarchical organization. Substances, designed to travel along
neuronal axons, are injected into cortex. Cortical tissue is then processed in order to
visualize the substance and trace projections to or from the site of injection. Retrograde
tracers, such as wheat germ agglutinin conjugated to horse radish peroxidase (WGAHRP), are taken up at axon terminals and fill the axon back towards the cell bodies.
After tissue is processed, it is then analyzed for cell bodies. The areal and laminar
distribution of cell bodies provides information about cortical and subcortical structures
which provide input to the injected region. Anterograde tracers, such as biotinylated
dextrose amine (BDA), are taken up at cell bodies and transported towards the axon
terminals. After being processed, tissue is examined for labeled terminal boutons. The
areal and laminar distribution of boutons provides information about cortical and
subcortical structures that the injected area is projecting to.
Retrograde and anterograde tracing techniques can each provide important
information separately. Without both, however, there is important missing information.
One neuron can have hundreds of synaptic contacts or just a handful. Therefore, the
number of cell bodies at the origin of a projection, using retrograde transport, does not
accurately predict the effect on the cortical terminus. Similarly, the number of boutons at
the terminus of a projection, using anterograde transport, does not accurately predict the
number of contributing neurons at the origin. Both sets of data are needed to form a
complete anatomical picture with regard to connectivity between cortical areas.
Using both retrograde and anterograde tracing techniques, Felleman and Van
Essen (1991) described three patterns of connection between cortical areas relating to
their position within a processing hierarchy. Using their criteria, each projection can be
classified as ascending (feed forward), lateral (equivalent processing levels), or
descending (feedback). Felleman and Van Essen (1991) then used these classifications to
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describe a hierarchical organization within the visual, somatosensory and motor cortices
of the old world monkey and visual cortex of the cat.
All previous methods are invasive and many, especially tract tracing, cannot be
performed in human subjects. Recently, a technique called diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) has enabled tract tracing in humans. As water molecules diffuse along axons they
experience different magnetic fields and by measuring these changes the length of a tract
can be traced (Huettel et al., 2009). This method, however, cannot infer direction
(anterograde vs retrograde) or even how many neurons participate in the tract, only that it
exists.
Cytoarchitectural and tract tracing methods result in a wealth of information about
cortical subdivisions. Using cytoarchitecture, boundaries between subdivisions can be
clearly delineated. Tract tracing provides information about strength of connection
between cortical areas and even their place within a processing hierarchy. This
information can give rise to theories about effects of one area on another and functional
division of processing. However, neither can confirm functional properties of individual
areas and, in fact, functional properties of cortical areas can also define borders.

1.1.2

Functional

A method bridging the structural and functional delineation of cortex was developed in
the 1970’s. A radioactive substance, 2-deoxy-D-[14C]glucose (2DG), competes with
glucose, using the same mechanism to cross the blood-brain barrier (Sokoloff et al.,
1977). Once across the barrier, 2DG is then processed using the same pathway as
glucose. Unlike glucose, however, the products of 2DG processing are not cleared from
the cell. Neural tissue uses glucose to produce the energy that is needed and, therefore,
consumes more glucose when active. As a result, when 2DG is administered
systemically, neurons that are more active contain more of the radioactive products.
Tissue can then be processed and, based on the amount of radioactivity present, function
can be assigned to specific cortical areas. Using this technique, Tootell and colleagues
(1982) were not only able to distinguish primary visual cortex (V1) from surrounding
cortices but also demonstrate a functional map of the visual field within V1.
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The action potential and changes in electrical potential also provide functional
information that can be used to differentiate cortical areas. For example, a map of the
visual field, which is directly replicated on the retina, is maintained up to visual cortex.
Using electrical stimulation or recording from cortex, at least three complete maps of
visual space can be charted, designating different areas of cortex, in multiple species
(Dobelle et al., 1979; Hubel and Wiesel, 1965; Tiao and Blakemore, 1976). Similarly,
multiple somatosensory (Whitsel et al., 1969; Woolsey and Fairman, 1946) and tonotopic
(Merzenich et al., 1976; Reale and Imig, 1980; Romani et al., 1982) maps exist within
cortex. In addition to mapping, differences between areas can also be functionally
demonstrated using: changes in response when surrounding cortex is damaged or
deactivated (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a, b; Kaas and Krubitzer, 1992; Kok et al.,
2015), response latency (Carrasco and Lomber, 2011; Nowak et al., 1995; Raiguel et al.,
1989), and specificity for different stimuli (Fattori et al., 2009).
Functional delineation can also be done using deactivation or lesion techniques
combined with psychophysical testing. By either temporarily deactivating or
permanently destroying specific cortical areas, deficits or changes in the ability to
perform specific tasks reveal the functional effects of that area. This technique has been
used many times to investigate cortical function in the auditory (Lomber and Malhotra,
2008; Malhotra et al., 2004; Malhotra and Lomber, 2007), visual (Nguyen et al., 2004;
Silvanto et al., 2005) and somatosensory (Garraghty et al., 1990; Glassman, 1994)
systems as well as higher level cognition (Lajoie and Drew, 2007; Petrides, 2000; Urgesi
et al., 2007).
Most of the techniques previously detailed are invasive and are rarely possible in
human subjects. When they are performed, it’s usually because a pre-existing
neurological condition allows for it. For this reason, non-invasive techniques like
magnetoencephalography (MEG), electroencephalography (EEG), and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have been developed.
Both MEG and EEG are based on a similar neural principal called a local field
potential (LFP Bear et al., 2007). A LFP is generated when hundreds of neurons are
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firing in synchrony, the more cells which are involved the stronger the signal. MEG
measures changes in the magnetic field generated orthogonal to the electrical current.
EEG measures the voltage fluctuations, via electrodes placed on the scalp, resulting from
the same electrical current. While both of these methods are relatively non-invasive they
have a limited field of view. MEG has difficulty resolving any activity finer than 5mm,
and EEG is limited by the number and placement of electrodes.
The fMRI technique takes advantage of the local change in blood oxygenation
while neurons are active (Huettel et al., 2009). Active neurons require more oxygen than
those at rest which results in an initial local increase in deoxygenated blood. The
systemic response overcompensates and floods the area with oxygenated blood. Inside of
a magnetic field oxygenated and deoxygenated blood responds differently to radio
frequency pulses which can be recorded in an image. This blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) signal is then analyzed for changes in response to different stimuli. Using this
technique, cortical areas have been delineated using visual (Dougherty et al., 2003; Fize
et al., 2003; Wong and Sharpe, 1999) and auditory (Da Costa et al., 2015; Langers et al.,
2014; Petkov et al., 2006; Schönwiesner et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2010) maps,
specificity for stimuli or stimulus features (d'Avossa et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010; OrtizRios et al., 2015; Petkov et al., 2008; von Kriegstein et al., 2008; Woods et al., 2010) and
higher order cognitive tasks (Kim et al., 2015).
In summary, functional delineations within cortex can be made using cellular
metabolism, measuring action potentials and changes in electrical potential, and lesion or
deactivation techniques. Most of these, however, are invasive and only rarely used in
human studies. Techniques such as fMRI are used for non-invasive delineation of
cortical areas but cannot provide information about processes taking place at a cellular
level. Structural techniques can provide direct information about cortical subdivisions,
and can also provide information about potential functional influences of individual
cortical areas on each other. Overall, each technique has limitations as to how much
information it can provide. However, in concert, structural and functional techniques can
provide a global understanding of the sub-division of the cortices examined.
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1.2

Auditory Cortex

Auditory cortex has been the subject of investigation for decades. As a result, much is
known about its subdivisions.

The ability to use more invasive techniques has resulted

in more detailed understanding of cat and monkey cortices in comparison to that of
human cortex. The current understanding of auditory cortex subdivisions in the cat,
monkey and human are outlined in Fig 1.1. In this section, what is currently known, and
how it was determined, about cat, monkey and human auditory cortex will be detailed
followed by current understanding and theories underlying hierarchical processing.

1.2.1

Human and Monkey Auditory Cortex

The delineation of human auditory cortex has proven difficult but most investigations
agree that it is contained within the lateral (Sylvian) fissure. The most current
understanding of human auditory cortex, that is consistent across investigations, is that
there is a core-like region of cortex (Fig 1.1C, red). This region is located on Heschl’s
gyrus (HG) in area 41 of Brodmann’s cytoarchitectural map deep within the Sylvian
fissure in both hemispheres, and can be functionally subdivided into multiple areas.
Early anatomists, such as Brodmann (1909), divided cortex in this region into
multiple numbered areas (Fig 1.1C). Area 41, on HG, has been the focus of most human
auditory research because of its gross anatomical similarity to core auditory cortex found
in the monkey. Investigations using DTI have demonstrated a strong connection between
the medial geniculate body (MGB) of the thalamus and Heschl’s gyrus (Berman et al.,
2013; Javad et al., 2014; Keifer et al., 2015). In the monkey, the strongest thalamic
connection to the core auditory cortex is the ventral division of the MGB (de la Mothe et
al., 2006; Hackett, 2008; Pandya and Rosene, 1993). This means that the connection
between the MGB and HG observed in the human closely resembles that of the monkey.
Beyond imaging techniques, which will be addressed in the next section, there are
very few functional investigations of human auditory cortex. When electrophysiological
investigations have been conducted, there is a pre-existing condition, usually epilepsy,
which necessitated the invasive procedure (Brugge et al., 2008; Nourski et al., 2013;
Steinschneider et al., 2014). Regardless, these studies have identified a region on HG
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with similar characteristics, such as tonotopy, to that of core auditory cortex in the
monkey.
Auditory cortex of the monkey is known in much more detail (Fig 1.1B).
Subdivisions of auditory cortex include a central region, or core (Fig 1.1B, red) which is
further segmented into three areas. The core is surrounded on all sides by another region,
or belt (Fig 1.1B, orange) which is also subdivided into multiple areas. Lateral to the belt
there is a third region, or parabelt (Fig 1.1B, green), which is subdivided into two areas.
Knowledge about subdivisions of auditory cortex in the monkey starts with the
pattern of thalamic input. Auditory cortex of the monkey receives inputs from three
distinct divisions of the MGB (Hackett, 2015); ventral (MGv), medial (MGm), and dorsal
(MGd). The main source of input to core auditory cortex, including its subdivisions, is
MGv (de la Mothe et al., 2006; Morel et al., 1993; Morel and Kaas, 1992). The MGv
contains a tonotopic map, an organization which is maintained up to the level of cortex.
The most robust thalamic input to belt or parabelt areas is from MGd (de la Mothe et al.,
2006; Hackett et al., 1998b) only a portion of which is tonotopic.
Early investigations of monkey auditory cortex focused primarily on the core.
Imig and colleagues (1977) identified five cortical divisions. Two of which, the primary
auditory field (A1) and rostral field (R), correspond to what is now known as the core
region (Fig 1.1B). They made this distinction based on anatomy as well as tonotopic
maps using electrophysiology. In A1, higher frequencies were found to be represented
caudo-medially progressing to lower frequencies rostro-laterally at the border of R (Imig
et al., 1977; Merzenich and Brugge, 1973). At the border of R, the tonotopic gradient
was then reversed and progressed back to high frequency representations at the lateral
most borders of R. Later, a second reversal, and third tonotopic gradient, was observed at
the lateral border of R (Morel and Kaas, 1992). Anatomical investigations would later
confirm that a third division, the rostrotemporal field (RT), is also part of the core
(Hackett et al., 1998a).
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Figure 1.1 Auditory Cortex of Cat, Monkey, and Human
A) Thirteen subdivisions of the auditory cortex of the cat. B) Thirteen subdivisions of the
auditory cortex of the monkey. C) Subdivisions of human auditory cortex determined by
Brodmann. Core (red), tonotopic non-core (orange), non-tonotopic (green), and
multisensory (blue) areas are indicated in each model using functional methods. For
abbreviations refer to the list of definitions preceding this chapter.
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The three other fields that Imig and colleagues (1977) identified were some of the
earliest documentations of the belt region (Fig 1.1B). They identified caudomedial (CM),
posterolateral, and anterolateral fields within the belt region. The posterolateral and
anterolateral fields consist of the posterior or anterior half of the lateral belt, respectively.
Further investigations using anatomical tracers and electrophysiological recording using
pure tone stimuli revealed a much more extensive subdivision of the belt region
(Galaburda and Pandya, 1983; Morel and Kaas, 1992). Morel and Kaas (1992) identified
seven divisions of the belt region which are still recognized today. Medial belt areas
included CM as well as rostromedial (RM), medial rostrotemporal (RTM), and a caudal
area that wraps around the posterior border of A1. Lateral belt areas included
mediolateral (ML), rostrolateral (RL), and rostrotemporal lateral (RTL) areas. Areas
outside of core auditory cortex were not consistently responsive to pure tones and more
complex stimuli were soon employed. Investigators began using more complex stimuli,
such as bandpassed noise bursts, frequency modulated (FM) sweeps, and conspecific
vocalizations, to elucidate further subdivisions of the belt region (Rauschecker, 1997;
Rauschecker et al., 1995). Belt areas are more consistently driven using these more
complex stimuli and were found to be selective to specific stimulus features. For
example, neurons in the lateral belt were found to be selective for specific speed and
direction of FM sweep stimuli (Rauschecker, 1997). Also, using band passed noise
stimuli centered at different frequencies, a tonotopic organization was identified in the
belt region progressing along an anterior-posterior axis (Kaas et al., 1999; Kosaki et al.,
1997; Rauschecker, 1997).
The rostral parabelt (RPB) and caudal parabelt (CPB) receive direct inputs from
the rostral or caudal belt regions, respectively, but receive no input from the core
(Hackett et al., 1998a). The RPB responds well to complex stimuli, such as white noise,
but pure tones cannot evoke activity (Kaas et al., 1999). The CPB, however, responds to
pure tones over a wide range of frequencies, has been shown to selectively respond to
motion and direction and, on rare occasions, has multisensory responses. Also,
connections to cortical areas outside of auditory cortex, such as prefrontal and adjacent
temporal cortices, largely originate from the parabelt (Hackett et al., 1999; Romanski et
al., 1999a).
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1.2.2

Cat Auditory Cortex

Early investigations of cat auditory cortex utilized lesions of the cochlea (Walzl and
Woolsey, 1946) or large swathes of cortex (Kaas et al., 1967; Meyer and Woolsey, 1952)
and measured cortical and behavioral responses to pure tones. Using these methods it
was not possible to delineate finer subdivisions of auditory cortex. They were, however,
able to demonstrate that the extent of auditory cortex is bounded by the suprasylvian
sulcus (ss). Also, these early investigations demonstrated a strong connection to the
medial geniculate body (MGB) through neural degeneration in response to cortical
lesions. These early studies provided the foundation for future investigations of the
auditory cortex of the cat.
The present understanding and knowledge of cat auditory cortex (Fig 1.1)
includes 13 subdivisions based on structure and function. Similar to the monkey, areal
delineation of cat auditory cortex can first be seen through the pattern of thalamic
innervation. The largest source of thalamic input to tonotopically organized cortex,
namely the primary auditory cortex (A1), anterior auditory field (AAF), posterior
auditory field (PAF), vetral posterior auditory field (VPAF) and ventral auditory field
(VAF), is from the ventral division of the MGB (Lee and Winer, 2008a). In contrast, the
second auditory area (A2), the auditory field of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (FAES),
the dorsal zone (DZ), and temporal (T) area receive most of their thalamic input from the
dorsal division of the MGB (Lee and Winer, 2008a). The remaining areas of auditory
cortex are evenly innervated by different portions of the MGB and other thalamic neuclei.
Delineation of auditory cortex of the cat is also demonstrated based on
corticocortical connections and structural methods. Excluding the dorsal posterior
ectosylvian (dPE), intermediate posterior ectosylvian (iPE), and ventral posterior
ectosylvian (vPE) areas, all subdivisions of cat auditory cortex have been successfully
defined using SMI32 (Mellott et al., 2010). The SMI32 derived borders and tonotopic
maps of A1 and AAF closely match, providing evidence that SMI32 accurately delineates
areas of auditory cortex. Retrograde tracers, injected into each of the thirteen areas,
unveils a unique pattern of connectivity between areas of auditory cortex (Lee and Winer,
2008b). Areas known to be tonotopically organized are strongly interconnected. For
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each of these areas, the three largest inputs (~40% of all ipsilateral cortical input)
originate from the other tonotopic areas (Lee and Winer, 2008b, 2011). Interestingly,
AAF provides the largest cortical input to A1 but provides minimal input to any other
tonotopically organized area. Similarly, non-tonotopic auditory cortex of the cat is highly
interconnected, in particular A2, T and IN. Multisensory areas dPE, iPE, and vPE are
highly interconnected and are also innervated strongly by IN and T. While there are
general patterns for each of the tonotopic, non-tonotopic, and multisensory groups, each
individual area has a distinct pattern of innervation.
Investigations have also demonstrated that subdivisions of the auditory cortex of
the cat can also be functionally defined. The earliest recordings from auditory cortex of
the cat documented a tonotopic progression across the gyrus dorsal of the dorsal tips of
the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (aes) and posterior ectosylvian sulcus (pes; (Evans and
Whitfield, 1964). Since then, multiple tonotopic progressions have been identified (Reale
and Imig, 1980). Low frequencies are represented at the antero-ventral most border of
AAF, which progresses to higher frequencies at the A1 border. A reversal in the gradient
then occurs at the AAF/ A1 border progressing back down to lower frequencies leading
to the PAF border. Similar reversals occur at the A1/PAF and PAF/VPAF borders.
Tonotopy is so distinctive of these areas that it is commonly used in current
investigations to identify these areas for use with other methods (Carrasco et al., 2015;
Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b; Kok et al., 2015; Mellott et al., 2010).
The location of the external auditory meatus of the cat makes functional
delineation difficult for most areas ventral to A2. For this reason, most functional
investigations focus on dorsal areas A1, PAF, AAF, and DZ. A1 has a response latency
of ~18ms and a complete tonotopic representation that is approximately evenly
distributed (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a). AAF is tonotopically organized and latency
values are similar to that of A1. However, there is a marked under-representation of midrange frequencies in AAF (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a; Imaizumi et al., 2004). PAF
also has a complete tonotopic map but has significantly longer latancies (~36ms) than A1
and AAF (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b). Anatomical studies, which demonstrated that
these tonotopically organized areas are highly interconnected (Lee and Winer, 2008b,
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2011), led to investigations of functional effects on each other. Reversible deactivation
of AAF resulted in lower response strength in A1 to frequencies outside of those being
deactivated (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a). Receptive fields and thresholds within A1
were also affected by AAF deactivation. However, latencies and characteristic frequency
tuning within A1 were not affected. In comparison, deactivation of A1 resulted in
minimal response changes in AAF (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a). In contrast, responses
in PAF after A1 deactivation were significantly impaired, though not completely
abolished (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b). Therefore, while A1 and AAF are processing
stimuli simultaneously, as indicated by similar latencies, AAF has a much bigger effect
on A1 than the reverse. A1, however, is not dependent on the input from AAF. In
contrast, PAF is highly dependent on A1.
Behavioral investigations have also demonstrated functional differences among
areas within auditory cortex of the cat. Unilateral reversible deactivation of A1, PAF, or
FAES results in a contralateral localization deficit (Malhotra et al., 2004). Later,
Malhotra and Lomber (2007) would confirm that bilateral deactivation of the same three
areas results in a complete loss of accurate acoustic orienting. Similar deactivations also
indicate that DZ plays a role in auditory orienting (Malhotra et al., 2008). However, the
effects were a reduction in orienting accuracy rather than a complete loss. In contrast,
while deactivation of AAF did not affect auditory localization it did significantly affect
auditory discrimination (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008). The effects of deactivating either
AAF or PAF on either discrimination or localization, but not both, supported a long
standing theory of hierarchical processing within auditory cortex.

1.2.3

Hierarchical Organization

More than three decades ago, Mishkin and colleagues (1983) proposed a model of
hierarchical organization within visual cortex consisting of two streams (Fig 1.2A). After
initial processing by the primary visual cortex (V1) information was then sent to dorsal
cortical areas, to be processed for location, or ventral cortical areas, to be processed for
identification. These parallel processing streams, commonly referred to as ‘where’ and
‘what’, respectively are also thought to exist within auditory cortex as well (Rauschecker
and Tian, 2000; Romanski et al., 1999b). In the monkey, the dorsal ‘where’ stream starts
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in core area A1 which projects to dorsal belt areas CM and CL and pre-frontal cortex via
the posterior parietal cortex (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Recanzone and Cohen, 2010).
Conversely, the ventral ‘what’ stream starts in core areas R and RT which are then
projected to the ventral belt areas RTL and AL, the parabelt, other ventral temporal areas
and finally ventral prefrontal cortex.
A similar division of labor has been proposed in cat auditory cortex as well (Fig
1.2B (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b; Hackett, 2011; Lee and Winer, 2011; Lomber and
Malhotra, 2008). Based on comparable thalamic input (Lee and Winer, 2008a) and
response properties (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a), A1 and AAF have been proposed to
operate as a core region similar to that found in the monkey. PAF is dependent on A1
(Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b) and, when deactivated, results in a deficit in localization
of auditory stimuli (Malhotra et al., 2004; Malhotra and Lomber, 2007) but not
discrimination (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008). This has led to the hypothesis that the
‘where’ stream, in auditory cortex of the cat, starts in A1 and proceeds through PAF to
more ventral areas. Conversely, AAF is not dependent on A1 (Carrasco and Lomber,
2009a) and, when deactivated, results in a deficit in discrimination but not localization
(Lomber and Malhotra, 2008). This has led to the hypothesis that the ‘what’ stream, in
auditory cortex of the cat, begins with AAF. Taken together this evidence supports the
theory of dual processing streams in auditory cortex of the cat.

1.3

fMRI and Audition

Early uses of fMRI in investigations of human cortex in response to auditory stimuli used
speech sounds which resulted in activations outside of core auditory cortex (Binder et al.,
1997; Binder et al., 1994; Le Bihan et al., 1995). To better elucidate cortex comparable
to the core, belt, and parabelt areas of the monkey, however, investigators use more
simple stimuli such as pure tones (Langers et al., 2007; Strainer et al., 1997; Yetkin et al.,
2004). Tonotopy in different areas of auditory cortex is a common characteristic across
species (Hackett, 2015). Therefore, demonstrating tonotopy and using it to delineate
areas in human auditory cortex has become a common theme of fMRI investigations.
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Figure 1.2 Dual processing streams in the visual and auditory systems.
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Early fMRI investigations of tonotopy in human auditory cortex only used one or
two frequencies (Bilecen et al., 1998; Wessinger et al., 1997). They noted that
activations were located on HG and the higher frequency stimulus was represented
medial to that of the lower frequency. Later studies used multiple frequencies and
demonstrated that the progression from high to low frequencies is more gradual (Langers
et al., 2007; Petkov et al., 2004). These studies, however, were only able to observe a
single tonotopic progression, in human auditory cortex. It is well accepted, in multiple
species, that core auditory cortex consists of multiple areas. For this reason,
investigations used higher field fMRI, resulting in better resolution, to discover
subdivisions of auditory cortex in human subjects. Although they disagree on the
number, several studies have now demonstrated multiple tonotopic gradients, indicating
the presence of more than one subdivision of auditory cortex (Formisano et al., 2003;
Seifritz et al., 2006; Talavage et al., 2004; Woods et al., 2009).
An extensive number of human fMRI studies have been dedicated to speech
processing. Spoken words, syllables, and sentence perceptions result in foci of activation
in the ventral temporal cortices outside of core, belt or parabelt regions (Humphries et al.,
2014; Rauschecker, 1997; von Kriegstein et al., 2010; Yue et al., 2013). This
corresponds well with the hierarchical model in which the ventral ‘what’ stream is
dedicated to identification of stimuli. Conversely, investigations of auditory localization
concur that more dorsal areas are involved in spatial processing (Ahveninen et al., 2014;
Kopco et al., 2012). Varying locations are simulated by creating interaural level
differences (ILD) and interaural timing differences (ITD).
Electrophysiological investigations of core auditory cortices of the monkey have
demonstrated three tonotopically organized areas. Using fMRI, three tonotopically
organized regions have been identified in the monkey (Petkov et al., 2006, 2009;
Schönwiesner et al., 2014). Surrounding the core, is a region of cortex that is more active
in response to broadband noise (BBN) rather than pure tones (Petkov et al., 2006, 2009).
Sensitivity to BBN provided a method to distinguish core from belt areas and multiple
tonotopic gradients within this belt enables distinction between belt areas (Petkov et al.,
2006).
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Similar to human work, cortical activation in response to vocalizations was
located in anterior belt areas, ventral temporal cortex and prefrontal cortex (Petkov et al.,
2008). However, in an anesthetized preparation activations within core and belt areas
disappeared (Petkov et al., 2008).
The use of fMRI to investigate auditory cortex of the cat is in early stages. In
fact, a single study defining the HRF of auditory cortex is the only available literature
prior to those contained in this investigation. Brown and colleagues (2013) found that the
HRF, in auditory cortex of the cat, rose from the time of presentation, peaked at
approximately 4s, and gradually returned to baseline levels. These results closely mirror
that of the monkey which also peak at approximately 4 s (Baumann et al., 2010).

1.4

Current Investigation

The investigations presented in the next three chapters were designed to elucidate the
hierarchical model of parallel processing within auditory cortex of the cat. First,
methodological optimization of fMRI with the cat model was addressed. Next, it was
demonstrated that known properties of four cortical areas of the cat could be discerned
using fMRI. Finally, complex auditory stimuli were used to probe ventral cortical areas,
for which very little is known, for specificity in higher levels of processing.

1.4.1
Chapter 2: There’s more than one way to scan a cat:
Imaging cat auditory cortex with high-field fMRI using continuous or
sparse sampling.
There are several different methods of image acquisition for the purpose of fMRI. The
two most common methods are called sparse and continuous scanning. The BOLD signal
used for fMRI rises and falls on the order of seconds. This resulting curve is called the
hemodynamic response function (HRF) and serves as the basis for sparse scanning.
Image acquisition is delayed, during sparse scanning, based on when the peak HRF
should occur following stimulus onset. This allows stimuli to be presented between
acquisitions and in quieter conditions. Benefits of sparse scanning include; the absence
of potential confounding scanner noise at the time of stimulus presentation, data collected
will be done at peak values, and transverse magnetization will fully recover before the
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next acquisition resulting in better contrasts. Drawbacks to the sparse scanning method
include: lengthened run time due to insertion of silent period which can be problematic
with an anesthetized preparation; and, lower number of images acquired, because of
lengthened trial times, could result in poorer statistical strength of the data.
Continuous scanning, like its name implies, takes images continuously throughout
the run with no breaks between acquisitions. This method records the HRF in its entirety
instead of selectively sampling at or near its peak like sparse scanning does. Benefits to
continuous scanning include: a larger amount of data can be collected in a shorter amount
of time; and, due to the larger amount of data, the statistical strength of resulting activity
will be strengthened.
The investigation in chapter 2 uses the same stimuli with both methods to identify
which is optimal for fMRI of cat auditory cortex. Both methods have been successfully
used in fMRI investigations of auditory cortex in the monkey and human. We
hypothesized that, given the statistical and time benefits, continuous sampling would be
the optimal method for using fMRI to investigate auditory cortex of the cat.

1.4.2
Chapter 3: High-field fMRI reveals tonotopically organized
and core auditory cortex in the cat.
Results from electrophysiological investigations of cat auditory cortex have confirmed a
tonotopic gradient across AAF, A1, PAF, and VPAF (Carrasco and Lomber, 2010; Reale
and Imig, 1980). At each of the borders, between tonotopically organized areas, there is
a reversal in tonotopic gradient. Since tonotopy has been successfully identified in
human (Da Costa et al., 2015; Langers et al., 2014; Saenz and Langers, 2014; Wessinger
et al., 1997) and monkey (Petkov et al., 2006, 2009) auditory cortex using fMRI, it was
hypothesized that it would also be observed in the cat. It was also hypothesized that, the
borders between these areas could be delineated based on the tonotopic organization in
response to pure tones.
Core areas of the monkey are more responsive to pure tones than belt areas and
vice versa for complex sounds such as broadband noise (Petkov et al., 2006, 2009).
Since A1 and AAF are theorized to be similar to core areas (Carrasco and Lomber,
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2009a; Lee and Winer, 2011), it was also hypothesized that A1 and AAF would respond
best to pure tones while PAF and VPAF would respond best to broadband noise.

1.4.3
Chapter 4: The cat’s meow: A high-field fMRI assessment of
cortical activity in response to vocalizations and complex auditory
stimuli.
Dual processing streams in auditory cortex have long been theorized. Investigations of
human and monkey auditory cortex have provided evidence of separate ‘what’ and
‘where’ streams. In the cat, evidence of a division of labor in auditory cortex has also
been observed (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008). Deficits in discrimination between, but not
localization of, auditory stimuli were observed following deactivation of AAF.
Conversely, localization of, but not discrimination between, auditory stimuli were
observed following deactivation of PAF. Based on thalamocortical and corticocortical
connectivity it is proposed that areas ventral to A1, AAF, and PAF are higher order areas
specialized for more complex processing (Lee and Winer, 2011). However, because of
the technical difficulty in recording from this area, exploration of ventral auditory cortical
areas using functional methods is sparse at best. The use of fMRI removes these
limitations and enables investigations of ventral areas. Based on this, it was hypothesized
that individual areas towards the temporal pole would be selectively active in response to
more complex stimuli.
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Chapter 2 – There’s More Than One Way to Scan a Cat:
Imaging Cat Auditory Cortex with High-Field fMRI using
Continuous or Sparse Sampling1
2.1

Abstract

When conducting auditory investigations using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), there are inherent potential confounds that need to be considered. Traditional
continuous fMRI acquisition methods produce sounds >90dB which compete with
stimuli or produce neural activation masking evoked activity. Sparse scanning methods
insert a period of reduced MRI-related noise, between image acquisitions, in which a
stimulus can be presented without competition. In this study, we compared sparse and
continuous scanning methods to identify the optimal approach to investigate acousticallyevoked cortical, thalamic and midbrain activity in the cat. Using a 7T magnet, we
presented broadband noise, 10 kHz tones, or 0.5 kHz tones in a block design, interleaved
with blocks in which no stimulus was presented. Continuous scanning resulted in larger
clusters of activation and more peak voxels within the auditory cortex.

However, no

significant activation was observed within the thalamus. Also, there was no significant
difference found, between continuous or sparse scanning, in activations of midbrain
structures. Higher magnitude activations were identified in auditory cortex compared to
the midbrain using both continuous and sparse scanning. These results indicate that
continuous scanning is the preferred method for investigations of auditory cortex in the
cat using fMRI. Also, choice of method for future investigations of midbrain activity
should be driven by other experimental factors, such as stimulus intensity and task
performance during scanning.
Key Words: Tonal stimulation, Broadband noise, Cortex, 7-Tesla, Thalamus, Inferior
Colliculus

1

A version of this chapter is published as:

Hall, AJ, Brown, TA, Grahn, JA, Gati, JS, Nixon, PL, Hughes, SM, Menon, RS, Lomber, SG, 2014.
There's more than one way to scan a cat: Imaging cat auditory cortex with high-field fMRI using
continuous or sparse sampling. J Neurosci Methods, 224, 96-106.
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2.2

Introduction

Investigations of cortical, and subcortical, processing of acoustic information using the
cat have provided a foundation for many of the current theories in auditory neuroscience.
However, the invasive nature of techniques used such as electrophysiological recording,
makes it necessary to use alternate techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), when conducting clinical investigations. Therefore, it would be highly
beneficial to future investigations if literature were available using fMRI in the cat to
provide a more comparable link between these experimental approaches.
The use of fMRI to study the organization of auditory cortex has inherent obstacles that
must be overcome. In particular, standard blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI
acquisition techniques using single shot echo planar imaging (EPI) may produce sound
pressure levels (SPL) greater than 90dB SPL with peak SPLs occurring at approximately
1 kHz (Amaro et al., 2002; Peelle et al., 2010; Price et al., 2001). It has also been
reported that magnets of higher field strength produce significantly higher levels of noise
(Moelker and Pattynama, 2003; Price et al., 2001; Ravicz et al., 2000). Therefore, the
potential confound of scanner noise increases with the current trend in research towards
using higher field magnets to produce higher resolution images. The acoustic noise
which accompanies acquisition presents several potential problems for conducting
experiments using auditory stimuli including: 1. interactions at the basilar membrane
between scanner noise and the intended stimuli; 2. the masking of intended stimulus
evoked neural activity by the scanner noise; and 3. the reduction in responsiveness to
subsequent presented stimuli (Amaro et al., 2002; Bandettini et al., 1998; Hall et al.,
1999; Peelle et al., 2010; Petkov et al., 2009; Talavage et al., 1999). In studies of human
subjects, scanner noise is attenuated by employing methods such as headphones, ear
inserts, and highly sound-absorbent material placed around the head and covering the
ears (Amaro et al., 2002). These methods, however, do not eliminate scanner noise and
such noise may therefore potentially still confound the acquired data.
An approach referred to as sparse scanning (Hall et al., 1999), as also called
clustered-volume acquisitions (Edmister et al., 1999), has been developed in an attempt
to address some of the confounds present in auditory fMRI. Sparse scanning takes
advantage of the delay in the hemodynamic response to neural activity by inserting a
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pause between volume acquisitions. During this period, a stimulus may be presented
without competition and the response to that stimulus can be recorded (Hall et al., 1999;
Peelle et al., 2010). While the period between acquisitions is quieter, it would be remiss
to think of it as silent. Ambient noise related to ventilation, cryogen pumping, and
monitoring equipment are all present during this period and, without effective acoustic
shielding, could also affect fMRI data (Moelker and Pattynama, 2003). To take
advantage of this technique, the hemodynamic response function (HRF) must be defined
so that acquisition is timed to take place at the peak. The HRF of auditory cortex, in
response to short stimuli, peaks at approximately 4-6 seconds for humans (Backes and
van Dijk, 2002; Belin et al., 1999) and monkeys (Baumann et al., 2010). The HRF has
recently been defined for the cat (Brown et al., 2013) and also peaks at 3-5 seconds,
making it possible to optimize sparse scanning for the cat.
Sparse scanning provides many advantages for the presentation of auditory
stimuli. Sparse scanning samples the haemodynamic response function (HRF) at its peak
resulting in a higher and more variable measured BOLD response. In contrast,
continuous scanning samples across the HRF providing a more stable level of measured
BOLD response. Moreover, sparse scanning lacks the effects of spin history which are
present during continuous scanning (Woods et al., 2009) whiceh would result in better
contrasts to baseline levels. Also, cortical habituation due to scanner noise is limited.
However, there are also characteristics of the sparse scanning method that could be
problematic. The addition of gaps in fMRI acquisition result in a lengthened trial time
and reduces the number of acquired volumes during the same time period (Peelle et al.,
2010).

Also, the limited number of volumes may lead to a reduction of the statistical

power in the acquisition.
There have only been a few studies which have directly compared the two
techniques to assess their optimality. Petkov et al. (2009) showed data from macaque
monkeys in which sparse scanning resulted in larger activations and tonotopic mapping.
This study lengthened the acquisition time (TA) of the continuous volume to more
closely match the repetition time (TR) of the sparse paradigm. In doing this, several of
the advantages of continuous scanning, namely the larger amount of data which can be
collected in a given time period and a better resolution of the hemodynamic response,
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biased results towards sparse scanning. Peelle et al. (2010) did a similar study in humans
using a similar TA for both sparse and continuous scanning. In this study, while the
sparse technique generally resulted in a higher signal, continuous scanning resulted in
better statistical power. Similarly, Woods et al. (2009) also found that sparse scanning
resulted in larger magnitude activations when compared to continuous scanning.
However, this study noted that, beyond magnitude, both methods resulted in similar
activation patterns and locations.
The present study provides a fundamental investigation of both sparse and
continuous scanning methods to identify the optimal method for auditory investigations
of the cat cerebrum. There have been numerous investigations of the auditory system
using either sparse (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003; Langers et al., 2007; Scarff et al., 2004;
van den Noort et al., 2008; Vannest et al., 2009) or continuous scanning (Inan et al.,
2004; Talavage et al., 2000; Wessinger et al., 1997) . Given that there are benefits and
caveats to both techniques, it was not possible to predict which would be ideal for
imaging acoustically-evoked activity.

2.3

Methods

Five adult (>6M) female domestic shorthair cats were selected for this project. All
animals were obtained from a commercial laboratory animal breeding facility (Liberty
Labs, Waverly, NY) and housed as a clowder. All procedures were approved by the
University of Western Ontario’s Animal Use Subcommittee of the University Council on
Animal Care and were in accordance with the National Research Council’s Guidelines
for the Care and Use of Mammals in Neuroscience and Behavioral Research (Van
Sluyters et al., 2003) and the Canadian Council on Animal Care’s Guide to the Care and
Use of Experimental Animals (Olfert et al., 1993).

2.3.1

Anesthesia and recovery

All animals were pre-medicated (intramuscular injection; i.m.) with a mixture of atropine
(0.02 mg/kg) and acepromizine (0.02 mg/kg). This pre-medication protocol has been
shown to reduce the amount of general anesthesia required (Dyson et al., 1988) and thus
potentially reduce any suppressive cortical effects. After twenty minutes, a solution of
ketamine (4 mg/kg) and dexdomitor (0.025 mg/kg) was administered (i.m.) to induce
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anesthesia. This anesthetic regime has been previously used and found to be effective in
measuring BOLD responses in the cat (Brown et al., 2013). Once anesthetized, as
determined by lack of paw-pinch or ear reflex, the animals were then intubated and an
indwelling feline catheter was placed in the saphenous vein to facilitate maintenance of
anesthesia. Body temperature was maintained with heating discs and vital signs were
continually monitored. Each cat was then placed in a custom made Plexiglas apparatus in
a sternal (sphinx-like) position. The animal’s head was inserted into a custom built RF
coil and MRI compatible ear inserts, which contained sound attenuating buds and a tube
to direct the auditory stimulus close to the tympanic membrane, were placed in each ear.
Both sides of the head were stabilized with sound dampening foam padding which aided
in the attenuation of scanner noise (Fig. 2.1). The cat and apparatus were then placed
inside the bore of the magnet. Anesthesia was maintained through the continuous
administration of ketamine (0.6-0.75 mg/kg/hr) intravenous (i.v.) and spontaneous
inhalation of isofluorane (0.4-0.5%). In our experience, these levels resulted in the
collection of optimal fMRI data. On average, sessions lasted 2 hours.
Following each scanning session, anesthesia was discontinued and the cat was
monitored closely during recovery. The endotracheal tube was removed when the cat
exhibited a gag reflex and increased jaw tone. The catheter remained in place until the
cat exhibited voluntary head and limb movement. The cat was then placed in individual
housing until fully recovered from the effects of anesthesia at which time it was returned
to the clowder. Generally, animals exhibited normal behavior within 1h of anesthesia
cessation.

2.3.2

Image acquisition

All data were acquired on an actively shielded 68 cm human head 7-Tesla horizontal bore
scanner with a DirectDrive console (Agilent, Santa Clara, California) equipped with a
Siemens AC84 gradient subsystem (Erlangen, Germany) operating at a slew rate of 280
mT/m/s. An in-house designed and manufactured conformal 3-channel transceive cat
head RF coil was used for all experiments (Fig. 2.1). Magnetic field optimization (B0
shimming) was performed using an automated 3D mapping procedure (Klassen and
Menon, 2004) over the specific imaging volume of interest.
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Figure 2.1 A photograph of an animal in the RF coil.
Braided black cords lateral to the animal’s head terminate at ear buds inserted into each
ear canal. The head is enveloped in foam to minimize movement and attenuate scanner
noise. The animal is intubated (plastic tube ventral to nose) to permit administration of
isofluorane anesthesia.
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For each cat, functional volumes were collected using a segmented interleaved
EPI acquisition (TR = 1000 ms; TE = 15 ms; 3 segments/plane; slices = 21 x 1 mm;
matrix = 96 x 96; FOV = 72 x 72 mm; acquisition voxel size = 0.75 mm x 0.75 mm x 1.0
mm; acquisition time (TA) = 3 sec/volume). Images were corrected for physiological
fluctuations using navigator echo correction (Hu and Kim, 1994). A high-resolution PDweighted anatomical reference volume was acquired along the same orientation and fieldof-view as the functional images using a FLASH imaging sequence (TR = 750 ms; TE =
8 ms; matrix = 256 x 256; acquisition voxel size = 281 μm x 281 μm x 1.0 mm).
Functional imaging data sets were acquired for both continuous (120 continuous
volumes) and sparse (53 volumes with 5 second delay between each volume) scanning
paradigms during every session.

2.3.3

Stimulus presentation

The stimuli, used during both sparse and continuous scanning methods, consisted of a
broadband noise (BBN; white noise), a 0.5 kHz tone and a 10 kHz tone. Each was
presented, in bursts of 400ms with a 100ms interstimulus (“silent”) interval, continuously
for 4s or 30s for the sparse or continuous paradigms, respectively. Stimuli were
generated using MatLab (MathWorks) and were presented using in-house custom
software (Microsoft Visual Studio) on a Dell laptop through an external Roland
Corporation soundcard (24-bit/96kHz ; Model UA-25EX), a PylePro power amplifier
(Model PCAU11) and Sensimetrics MRI-compatible ear inserts (Model S14). Sound
card and amplifier output levels were the same for all stimuli. Following data collection,
speaker level measurements using an Etymotic Probe Microphone (Elk Grove Village,
IL) and Tektronix oscilloscope (Beaverton, OR) confirmed presentation of all stimuli at
levels 80-95 dB SPL out of the ear inserts.
Both sparse and continuous scanning methods were conducted using a block
design of stimulus presentation (Fig. 2.2A). For sparse scans, a block of 4 volumes (TR=
8s and TA = 3s, resulting in a 5s gap between volume acquisitions) was collected every
32s (Fig. 2.2B) and, for continuous scans a block of 10 volumes (TR and TA = 3s) was
collected every 30s (Fig. 2.2C). Two blocks for each stimulus type were collected per
run interleaved with baseline blocks in which no stimulus was presented. This resulted in
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the block design
Schematic of the block design (A) in which stimuli were presented. B) Two blocks, a
stimulus presentation and a baseline, are diagramed for the sparse scanning method.
Stimuli are presented during the relatively silent period between acquisitions. Four
volumes of data are collected every 32 seconds using the sparse scanning method.
Shading indicates presence of stimuli and the solid line indicates scanner acquisition
activity. C) Two blocks, a stimulus presentation and baseline, are diagrammed for the
continuous method. Stimuli were presented during acquisition allowing ten volumes of
data to be collected every 30 seconds. Conventions same as in A.
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a 6.9 or 6.5 minute time for a single sparse or continuous run, respectively.
During sparse scanning the following sequence was applied for each block: i) a 1s
delay occurred after the start of each silent period; ii) the stimulus was played for 4s; iii)
volume acquisition began at stimulus offset (Fig. 2.2B). Presentation of the stimulus for
4s allowed enough time for the hemodynamic response to peak (Brown et al., 2013)
before acquisition and ensured maintenance of a maximal hemodynamic response
throughout the acquisition period (3s). In contrast, the continuous paradigm included
constant stimulus presentation during the entire block.
At the beginning of each session, a structural MRI was collected. Basic on-line
analysis of activity was faster and provided higher statistical strength in a single run using
continuous scanning. Therefore, following the structural scan, 2-3 continuous runs were
performed and evaluated for activity. Once acoustically-evoked activity was confirmed,
sparse scanning commenced. The initial induction of anesthesia uses an alpha-2 agonist,
dexdomator, which has sedative, analgesic, and muscle relaxing effects and takes
approximately 1h to be metabolized. Therefore, at the end of each session several
continuous runs were collected to control for the effects of anesthesia. Two sessions with
each subject were included in this study. A minimum of 40 volumes per stimulus for
continuous and sparse scanning were required for a session to be included.

2.3.4

Data analysis

fMRI data from each animal was preprocessed and analyzed separately using SPM8
(Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL, London, UK) and MatLab
(MathWorks) software. Initially, all images were reoriented and motion corrected (all
translational and rotational movements were <0.5mm) and co-registered to the high
resolution structural image from the same session. All sessions were then normalized to
a single animal’s structural image resulting in a 1mm isotropic voxel size and smoothed
using a 2mm Gaussian full width at half maximum (FWHM) kernel.
Data were analyzed for each animal using a separate model for continuous and
sparse scans. The last two runs of continuous data and the last 5 runs of sparse data from
each session were included in further analysis. This ensured that volume numbers for
both continuous and sparse scanning, for each stimulus, were equal. Analysis only
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including the last two runs of sparse data was also included for comparison of time
matched runs with continuous data. A correlational AR(1) model was used in
conjunction with a high-pass filter of 128s and restricted maximum likelihood (ReML)
model estimation was used (Friston et al., 2007). Following model estimation, a tcontrast was generated for each of the stimuli.
Hand drawn region of interest (ROI) masks were generated for auditory cortex,
thalamus, and midbrain based on anatomy. These masks were used, in conjunction with
small volume correction, to extract time-course data for significantly active voxels
associated with each region.
Data from each animal were extracted separately. A voxelwise threshold of
p<0.001 (uncorrected) and a cluster-level threshold of p<0.05 (FWE-corrected) were
applied to all results. T-statistics and percent signal changes (PSC) were examined in
order to compare variability and strength of activation. Time courses were extracted for
all voxels within a 1mm radius sphere centered at each peak voxel for further analysis.
Average PSC for each volume in a stimulus block was calculated by extracting PSC
values for every volume in each block within an individual animal and then averaging
across all blocks and animals. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s
honestly-significant difference criteria were then performed to analyze differences
between volumes in a block. Data from peak volumes were then extracted and two
sample t-tests were run to make comparisons between the cortex, thalamus and midbrain
activations.

2.4

Results

Data were inspected for significant activations in the auditory cortex, thalamus or
midbrain. Sparse scanning data, time matched to continuous data, resulted in no
significant activations. Significant activations were observed in the auditory cortex and
midbrain (Fig. 2.3A,B) in data matched for number of volumes. However, no activations
were observed within the thalamus. Magnitude of activation and statistical strength at
peak voxels as well as extent of activation were analyzed, across cats, to address
differences between sparse and continuous scanning methods within a block. Finally,
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Figure 2.3 Activations were observed in the auditory cortex and midbrain.
A) The thirteen cortical areas are indicated: anterior auditory field, AAF; auditory field of
the anterior ectosylvian sulcus, FAES; dorsal zone of the auditory cortex, DZ; insular
region, IN; posterior auditory field, PAF; primary auditory cortex, A1; second auditory
cortex, A2; temporal region, T; ventral auditory field, VAF; ventral posterior auditory
field, VPAF. Sulci are indicated by italics: anterior ectosylvian sulcus, aes; posterior
ectosylvian sulcus, pes;.suprasylvian sulcus, ss; B) Subcortical structures are indicated:
superior colliculus (SC); inferior colliculus (IC); and corpus callosum (cc). Anterior (A),
posterior (P), dorsal (D) and ventral (V) directions are indicated.
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volumes within a block which elicited the strongest activation were further analyzed for
comparison of cortical and midbrain activations.

2.4.1

Cortical activations

The auditory cortex of the cat lies on the lateral surface of the cerebrum and is
functionally divided into 13 acoustically responsive areas (Fig. 2.3A). Activations within
auditory cortex were observed through the full thickness of cortex for both continuous
(Fig. 2.4A) and sparse (Fig. 2.4B) scanning methods. Peak voxels within clusters passing
an FWE threshold of p<0.05 did not show a significant difference in statistical strength
between sparse and continuous scanning for either the BBN or 0.5 kHz tone (Fig. 2.4C).
The 10 kHz tone did not elicit a response during sparse scanning, and was only effective
in two animals during continuous scanning, prohibiting a comparison between the two
methods using this stimulus. Therefore, data are not shown for the 10 kHz tone.
Continuous scanning resulted in a significantly larger extent of activation for both
the BBN and 0.5 kHz stimuli (Fig. 2.4D). This is also reflected in the number of peaks
resulting from continuous scanning in each individual area (Table 2.1). Within each
cortical area, a larger number of peaks resulting from the 0.5 kHz tone were found within
known tonotopic areas such as the primary auditory cortex (A1), the posterior auditory
field (PAF) and the ventral posterior auditory field (VPAF; Table 2.1). Conversely, the
BBN resulted in a larger number of peaks appearing within non-tonotopically organized
auditory cortices such as the second auditory cortex (A2), dorsal zone (DZ), insular (IN),
ventral posterior ectosylvian gyrus (vPE), temporal (T) and ventral auditory field (VAF).
While both continuous and sparse scanning demonstrated these organizational principles,
it was more apparent using continuous as a result of the larger number of peaks.

2.4.2

Midbrain activations

Midbrain structures, including the superior and inferior colliculi, lie deep within the brain
(Fig. 2.3B). Activations were identified in the midbrain using both continuous (Fig.
2.5A) and sparse (Fig. 2.5B) scanning methods. The data tended to be lateralized to
either the right or the left using continuous scanning. Three of the animals had a bias to
the left and one a bias to the right. No significant difference was observed for statistical
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Figure 2.4 Activations within auditory cortex
A,B) Cortical activations, in a single animal in response to BBN, for continuous (A) or
sparse (B) scanning methods. Cortical representation at top shows locations of coronal
and horizontal slices shown in A and B. Activations passed p<0.001 uncorrected and
cluster FWE thresholds. C) Average t-statistics at peak voxels within cortical activations
are indicated for continuous (black bars) and sparse (grey bars) scanning. D) Extent of
activation across cortex. Number of active voxels are indicated for continuous (black
bars) and sparse (grey bars) scanning. Error bars represent S.E.M. * indicates t-test
results of p<0.01 between continuous and sparse.
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A1

AAF

PAF

VPAF

DZ

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

Continuous

4

7

1

0

0

0

0

1

5

3

Sparse

2

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

2

1

A2

IN

VPE

T

VAF

Total

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

BBN

0.5

Continuous

4

1

2

2

1

0

1

0

4

1

37

Sparse

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

16

Table 2.1 Number of peaks found within each of the cortical areas
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Figure 2.5 Activations in the midbrain.
A,B) Midbrain activations, in a single animal in response to 0.5 kHz tone, for continuous
(A) or sparse (B) scanning methods. Subcortical representation at top shows locations of
coronal and horizontal slices shown in A and B. Activations passed p<0.001 uncorrected
and cluster FWE thresholds. C) Average t-statistics at peak voxels within midbrain
activations are indicated for continuous (black bars) and sparse (grey bars) scanning. D)
Extent of activation across the midbrain. Number of active voxels are indicated for
continuous (black bars) and sparse (grey bars) scanning. Error bars represent S.E.M. *
indicates t-test results of p<0.01 between continuous and sparse.
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strength (Fig. 2.5C) or extent of activation (Fig. 2.5D) between continuous and sparse
scanning.

2.4.3

Hemodynamic response

The difference in the stimulation sequence between continuous and sparse scanning,
namely that the stimulus is presented continuously for 4 seconds during sparse scanning
and for 30 seconds during continuous runs, could bias results. When considering the time
from stimulus onset, the second volume of the continuous block (3-6s) best matches the
first volume of the sparse block (4-7s). Analysis of these volumes separately showed no
significant difference in the percent signal change (PSC) between continuous and sparse
scanning in cortex (Fig. 2.6A) or midbrain for either BBN or 0.5 kHz stimuli (Fig. 2.6B).
There was also no difference between the last volumes of the continuous and sparse
blocks.
However, in cortex there was a significant increase in PSC between the second
volume and the last volume of the continuous block for both stimuli (Fig. 2.6A). A
similar pattern was also seen for sparse scanning, having a significant increase in PSC in
the last volume of the block during stimulation with a 0.5kHz tone. A comparable
difference was also observed in the midbrain activations using sparse scanning during 0.5
kHz stimulation.
Average PSC for each acquired volume within a block better illustrates the
increasing trend for cortex (Fig. 2.7A) and midbrain (Fig. 2.7B). Cortical activations
following the second volume show a significant increase in PSC during continuous
scanning (Fig. 2.7Ai). Conversely, activations in the midbrain during continuous
scanning (Fig. 2.7Bi) were, with a few exceptions during stimulation with the 0.5 kHz
tone, generally not significantly different from the second volume. During sparse
scanning, the timing of the stimulus onset was precisely placed so that each acquisition
would be sampling at the peak of the hemodynamic response and was expected to result
in a fairly flat PSC across a block. It is intriguing that data indicate that cortical
activations during sparse scanning (Fig. 2.7Aii) also showed an upward trend through the
block. Midbrain activations during sparse scanning (Fig. 2.7Bii) using the BBN more
closely reflected the flat PSC across the block as was expected. However, midbrain
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Figure 2.6 Stimulus presentation differences.
The second volume of the continuous runs (C2), an approximate time match for stimulus
presentation to the first volume of the sparse runs (S1), is shown for both cortical (A) and
midbrain (B) activations. The last volume for the continuous (C10) and sparse (S4) runs
are also shown. Error bars represent S.E.M. * indicates t-test results of p<0.01 between
continuous and sparse.
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Figure 2.7 Hemodynamic time course
Mean percent signal change (PSC) in peak voxels for each volume in cortex (A) or
midbrain (B) for both BBN (black lines) and 0.5 kHz (grey lines). i) Continuous
scanning, significant differences from the second volume are indicated for both BBN (*)
and 0.5 kHz (+) as indicated by ANOVA. ii) Sparse scanning, significant differences
from the first volume for both BBN (*) and 0.5 kHz (+) as indicated by ANOVA. Error
bars represent S.E.M. * or + indicates p<0.01.
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activations during sparse scanning using the 0.5 kHz tone showed significantly higher
PSC for two volumes, compared to the first.

2.4.4

Cortical and midbrain comparison

Time courses of volumes within a block eliciting the strongest activation (Fig. 2.7) were
then compared for midbrain and cortical activations for each scanning method. The PSC
at these peak volumes was significantly lower for midbrain activations during continuous
scanning during presentation of each stimulus (Fig. 2.8A). Similarly, during sparse
scanning (Fig. 2.8B), midbrain activations were significantly lower for the BBN stimulus.
There were, however, no significant differences between cortical and midbrain
activations using the 0.5 kHz stimulus during sparse scanning.

2.5

Discussion

In summary, activations of auditory cortex and midbrain structures resulted in similar
statistical strengths and magnitudes for both continuous and sparse scanning. The
differences between the two methods are best demonstrated in extent and location of
cortical activation. Also, a rise in magnitude of activation was observed along a block for
both continuous and sparse scanning. Finally, midbrain activations had significantly
lower magnitude compared to cortical activations.

2.5.1

Continuous vs sparse scanning

The common use of sparse scanning in current fMRI investigations of acousticallyevoked activity would suggest that it is superior to the more traditional continuous
method. In fact, previous human and non-human primate studies which have directly
compared the two techniques, have indicated that sparse scanning resulted in larger
magnitude and extent of activation (Hall et al., 1999; Peelle et al., 2010; Petkov et al.,
2009; Schmidt et al., 2008; Woods et al., 2009). In contrast, results from the present
study showed no difference in magnitude of activation between the two methods (Figs.
2.6, 2.7) and a significantly higher extent of cortical activation (Fig. 2.4D) using the
continuous method. Variations between these studies and the present one could be
attributed to differences in acquisition (Petkov et al., 2009), volume sampling (Hall et al.,
1999), or stimulus presentation timing (Schmidt et al., 2008). For example,
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of cortical and midbrain activations
A) Activations at peak volumes and voxels for both cortex and midbrain using the
continuous scanning method. B) Activations at peak volumes and voxels for both cortex
and midbrain using the sparse scanning method. Error bars represent S.E.M. * indicates
t-test results of p<0.01 between continuous and sparse.
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Petkov et al. (2009) increased the acquisition time during continuous scanning in an
attempt to temporally equalize the two methods. This may have introduced a greater
degree of variability into each volume of continuous as a result of physiological
movements, such as respiration or heartbeat, than was present in volumes acquired using
sparse scanning. This could result in masking of neural-based BOLD responses by
artifact induced by such movements.
Previous studies have also noted better statistics using continuous scanning
(Peelle et al., 2010). Results from the present study did not find a significant difference
in statistical power. However, to generate the fairest comparison between the two
techniques, the number of volumes included in the analysis was equalized. One of the
benefits of continuous scanning is the ability to collect larger amounts of data in a similar
time frame. Taking into account time constraints, which are normally a factor in studies
using fMRI, the larger amount of data which can be collected in the same amount of time
would enhance statistical power using continuous scanning.
Previous work using continuous scanning has also resulted in similar, if not better,
demonstrations of organizational principles such as primary versus non-primary cortex
(Petkov et al., 2009) and functional maps (Woods et al., 2009). In agreement with
previous studies, the present results show a better functional mapping of auditory cortex
using continuous scanning. Cortical areas, such as A1, which are known to be tonotopic
(Imig and Reale, 1980; Reale and Imig, 1980) show a larger number of peaks, using both
continuous and sparse scanning, during tonal stimulation. Conversely, areas outside of
primary auditory cortex show a larger number of peaks in response to BBN stimulation
using both methods. However, this effect is magnified using continuous scanning,
resulting in a larger number of peaks as well as peaks in areas that were not identified
using sparse such as vPE and T.
The amplified laterality of activations using continuous, as opposed to sparse,
scanning was surprising. It is well known, in humans, that there is a lateral weighting of
acoustic activation in response to language but has not been noted for simpler stimuli.
However, the present investigation did not involve vocalizations, human or conspecific,
and for this laterality to be exaggerated in continuous scanning was not expected. The
two paradigms, used during the present investigation, differed in their stimulus duration.
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During sparse scanning, the stimulus was presented for 4s while it was presented for a
full 30s during continuous scanning. Zaehle et al. (2004) found that there is a laterality
associated with both tone and temporal changes, such as gap detection and information
processing. The difference in the stimulation paradigms may provide an explanation not
only for the existence of the laterality, but also for the differences in the laterality
between the two methods.
In addition to the benefits of continuous over sparse scanning in volume matched
data, time matched data also indicates continuous as the optimal method for fMRI in the
cat using a 7T, high field, scanner. Using the same number of runs, meaning less data
included for sparse scanning, resulted in no significant activations observed using sparse
scanning. This indicates that in the same amount of time sparse scanning may not be able
to collect enough data to be usable.

2.5.2

Duty Cycle

Length of stimulus presentation, or duty cycle, has been shown to affect both neural and
hemodynamic responses (Birn and Bandettini, 2005; Eggermont, 1994). Therefore,
differences noted between the two paradigms, in the present study, could have been a
result of stimulation differences. Birn and Bandettini (2005) noted that the effects of
duty cycle are most pronounced for stimuli which have durations less than 2s. Stimulus
lengths in this study were both ≥4s. Therefore, effects of duty cycle were expected to be
minimal. In the continuous run, the second volume starts 3s after stimulation begins and
ends at 6s. This is the closest match to the sparse volumes which started 4s after
stimulation begins and ends at 7s. If the duty cycle phenomenon was affecting the
present data then the second volume of the continuous block and first volume of the
sparse block should have been similar while the last volumes were different. Both
comparisons were statistically the same (Fig. 2.6) and therefore effects of duty cycle were
not observed in the present study.

2.5.3

Auditory pathway activations

A few studies have investigated BOLD responses at different stages of the auditory
pathway in humans. Baumann et al. (2010) found similar time courses for the inferior
colliculus (IC) and auditory cortex (AC) peaking at approximately 4s. The time course of
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the medial geniculate body (MGB) of the thalamus however was slightly later peaking at
approximately 5s. This study also noted that AC has the highest percent signal change in
relation to IC and MGB activation. Also, with few exceptions, the IC has higher percent
signal change than MGB. Similarly Backes et al. (2002) found no difference in the HRF
time courses of the IC and AC. However, this study noted that in many of their subjects
MGB activations were not identified. They also noted no significant difference in the
percent signal change between IC and AC activations. In rats, Cheung et al. (2012) found
that activations in subcortical regions were more robust than those in AC. However, this
can be attributed to use of high levels of isofluorane as anesthesia which has been shown
to alter cortical responsiveness to auditory stimuli (Cheung et al., 2001).
The poorer strength of significant thalamic activation observed during this
investigation was not surprising given similar results in previous studies (Backes and van
Dijk, 2002; Baumann et al., 2010). It is however, interesting that MGB activations were
observed using continuous scanning while no significant activations could be elicited
using sparse scanning. We can postulate that the timing of the volume collection along
the HRF is most likely the culprit for this discrepancy. Currently there has not been an
investigation published on the HRF of the MGB in the cat using fMRI. However,
Bauman et al. (2010) found that the HRF peak for the MGB occurred later than AC and
IC activations in non-human primates. If this were true, than the start of volume
acquisition during sparse scanning, in the present investigation, was not optimally timed
for capturing activations of the MGB.
The present investigation resulted in higher percent signal change in AC when
compared to IC. The increased activation within AC could be a product of a couple
factors: 1) vascularization differences and 2) neuronal processing differences. It has been
noted that regions with larger capillary densities result in higher cerebral blood flow
(Gerrits et al., 2000; Harrison et al., 2002; Song et al., 2011). The central nucleus of the
IC is most likely the largest part of the activations observed in the present study since its
microvasularization is significantly larger than the lateral and dorsal cortex of the IC
(Song et al., 2011). The lack of MGB activation may be due to vascularization
differences since it has lower recorded glucose utilization and blood flow (Baumann et
al., 2010). No current literature directly compares capillary densities of AC and IC.
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Therefore, further investigation would be necessary to determine if the vascularization is
causing the differences seen in the present study. As noted previously, the central
nucleus of the IC is most likely driving the activations seen in the present study because it
is more vascular than the other two divisions of IC (Song et al., 2011). This nucleus
receives mostly afferent projections, projects to the ventral MGB, and is tonotopic
(Malmierca and Hackett, 2010; Schreiner and Langner, 1997). It is not surprising then
that IC activation was more robust with tonal stimulation. Auditory cortex on the other
hand is quite expansive comparatively. A few regions within AC are tonotopic but the
majority of AC is not. This explains why activation in response to BBN was so much
more robust in cortex (Fig. 2.8). Also, AC receives ascending input as well as lateral or
descending input from other cortical areas and divisions of the MGB. This would result
in heightened activity levels within AC and cause the larger percent signal change in AC
compared to the IC.

2.5.4

Conclusions

In the present study we have successfully demonstrated that activations within the
midbrain and cortex can be revealed using both fMRI techniques. When volume
numbers were equalized, the extent of activation was larger using continuous scanning
and resulted in a greater number of peaks. Also, it is likely that statistical power would
also be greater for continuous scanning given the added benefit of more volumes in the
same amount of time. Therefore, we conclude that, during passive stimulation in an
anesthetized animal, continuous scanning is the preferred method for investigations of
auditory cortex in the cat using fMRI. Also, choice of method for future investigations of
midbrain activity should be driven by other experimental factors, such as stimulus
intensity and task performance during scanning given no significant differences in
activation exist between the two methods.
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3

Chapter 3 – High-field fMRI Reveals Tonotopically
Organized And Core Auditory Cortex In The Cat.2
3.1

Abstract

As frequency is one of the most basic elements of sound, it is not surprising that the
earliest stages of auditory cortical processing are tonotopically organized. In cats, there
are four known tonotopically organized cortical areas: the anterior (AAF), posterior
(PAF), and ventral posterior (VPAF) auditory fields and primary auditory cortex (A1).
Electrophysiological and anatomical evidence have suggested that AAF and A1 form
core auditory cortex. The purpose of this investigation was to determine if high-field
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) could be used to define the borders of all
four tonotopically organized areas, identify core auditory cortex, and demonstrate
tonotopy similar to that found using more invasive techniques. Five adult cats were
examined. Eight different pure tones or one broad-band noise (BBN) stimuli were
presented in a block paradigm during continuous fMRI scanning. Analysis was
performed on each animal individually using conservative familywise error thresholds.
Group analysis was performed by extracting data from fMRI analysis software and
performing a battery of statistical tests. In auditory cortex, a reversal of the tonotopic
gradient is known to occur at the borders between tonotopically organized areas.
Therefore, high and low tones were used to delineate these borders. Activations in
response to BBN as opposed to tonal stimulation demonstrated that core auditory cortex
consists of both A1 and AAF. Finally, tonotopy was identified in each of the four known
tonotopically organized areas. Therefore, we conclude that fMRI is effective at defining
all four tonotopically organized cortical areas and delineating core auditory cortex.

Keywords: fMRI, Cat, Auditory Cortex, Core, Tonotopy

2

A version of this chapter is published as:

Hall, AJ, and, Lomber, SG, 2015. High-field fMRI reveals tonotopically organized and core auditory
cortex in the cat. Hearing Research, 325, 1-11.
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3.2

Introduction

One striking feature of auditory cortex is its frequency-based organization, known as
tonotopy. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a non-invasive technique
that has recently been used to identify tonotopy and areal organization within human
auditory cortex. While there is debate as to specific details, current literature agrees that
there is a tonotopic core, consisting of at least two subdivisions, residing within
Heschel’s gyrus in the temporal lobe of human cortex (Langers and van Dijk, 2012;
Moerel et al., 2014, 2012; Saenz and Langers, 2014; Schönwiesner et al., 2014).

Belt

areas, surrounding the core, can be difficult to distinguish based purely on tonotopy
(Humphries et al., 2010; Langers et al., 2014). However, using sensitivity to other
acoustic characteristics, the belt region can be delineated (Woods et al., 2010). The
organization within non-human primate (NHP) auditory cortex is understood in much
more detail and is often used to make inferences about the organization within human
auditory cortex.
The NHP auditory cortex is broadly organized into core, belt, and parabelt
regions, each of which consists of multiple cortical areas (Hackett, 2008; Kaas and
Hackett, 1998, 2000; Rauschecker, 1998; Rauschecker et al., 1997). The core, containing
primary auditory cortex (AI), the rostral field (R), and rostrotemporal field (RT),
represents the initial level of processing in auditory cortex and is known to be tonotopic
(Kaas and Hackett, 1998; Kaas et al., 1999; Merzenich and Brugge, 1973). While
tonotopy is considered to be a characteristic of lower level processing it is not constrained
to primary auditory cortices. However, while it is more difficult to evoke activity in
areas outside of core auditory cortex using pure tone stimuli (Rauschecker et al., 1995)
tonotopic organization has also been identified in subdivisions of the belt (Kaas and
Hackett, 1998; Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; Petkov et al., 2006). Functionally, belt
areas differ from core areas in that they show a preference for more complex stimuli
(Petkov et al., 2006; Rauschecker and Tian, 2004).
In the cat, anatomical (Hackett, 2011; Lee and Winer, 2011; Rouiller et al., 1991)
and electrophysiological (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a) studies suggest that primary
auditory cortex (A1) and the anterior auditory field (AAF) together form a primary
“core” that is tontopically organized (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a; Reale and Imig,
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1980). Similar to NHPs, however, A1 and AAF are not the only tonotopic cortical areas;
the posterior auditory field (PAF) and ventral posterior auditory field (VPAF) are also
tonotopically organized (Phillips and Orman, 1984; Reale and Imig, 1980). Previous
investigations have found significant differences in neuronal responses such as latency,
bandwidth, characteristic frequencies, stimulus location, and stimulus intensity (Carrasco
and Lomber, 2009b; Harrington et al., 2008), behavior (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008;
Malhotra et al., 2004), and anatomy (Lee and Winer, 2011) between core areas and PAF.
While VPAF has not been studied extensively, one study has shown that the response
properties of VPAF also differ significantly from core areas (Schreiner and Urbas, 1988).
Taken together, these studies suggest that PAF and VPAF operate at a higher functional
level within the hierarchy of auditory processing (Hackett, 2011; Lee and Winer, 2011;
Rouiller et al., 1991).
All four tonotopic areas form a continuous swath in cat auditory cortex. A
reversal in tonotopic gradients from one area to the next provides a means for a
functional delineation of areal borders. At the border between A1 and AAF there is a
reversal at high frequencies; A1 and PAF is a reversal at low frequencies; and finally,
PAF and VPAF is a reversal at high frequencies (Imig et al., 1982; Reale and Imig,
1980). Using fMRI, similar borders in the monkey have been demonstrated using highand low-frequency pure tone stimuli (Baumann et al., 2010; Petkov et al., 2006). The
purpose of the present investigation was to demonstrate that fMRI can be used to define
core versus non-core areas, delineate boarders between tonotopically organized areas, and
demonstrate tonotopy in each of the areas of the cat.
The results of the current investigation demonstrate a non-invasive technique for
identifying four tonotopically organized cortical areas in the cat. It also confirms
electrophysiological and anatomical evidence of a core auditory cortex consisting of A1
and AAF, and supports the theory of a hierarchical organization within auditory cortex.

3.3

Methods

Five adult (>6 months) domestic shorthair cats, different from the first study, were
selected for this project. All animals were obtained from a commercial laboratory animal
breeding facility (Liberty Labs, Waverly, NY) and housed as a clowder. All procedures
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were approved by the University of Western Ontario’s Animal Use Subcommittee of the
University Council on Animal Care and were in accordance with the National Research
Council’s Guidelines for the Care and Use of Mammals in Neuroscience and Behavioral
Research (Van Sluyters et al., 2003) and the Canadian Council on Animal Care’s Guide
to the Care and Use of Experimental Animals (Olfert et al., 1993).

3.3.1

Anesthesia and recovery

The anesthesia protocol used in this study has been previously described in detail (Brown
et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2014). Briefly, animals were pre-medicated
using a mixture of atropine (0.02 mg/kg) and acepromizine (0.02 mg/kg, i.m.) and
anesthesia was induced (4 mg/kg ketamine and 0.025 mg/kg dexdomitor, i.m.). Once
anesthetized, each animal was intubated and an indwelling feline catheter was inserted in
the saphenous vein for the purposes of anesthesia maintenance. Body temperature was
maintained with heating discs and vital signs were continually monitored. Each cat was
placed in a custom made Plexiglas apparatus in a sternal (sphinx-like) position. The
animal’s head was inserted into a custom built RF coil and MRI compatible ear inserts,
which contained sound attenuating buds and a tube to direct the auditory stimulus close to
the tympanic membrane, were placed in each ear. Both sides of the head were stabilized
with sound dampening foam padding. The cat and apparatus were then placed inside the
bore of the magnet. Anesthesia was maintained through continuous administration of
ketamine (0.6-0.75 mg/kg/hr, i.v.) and spontaneous inhalation of isofluorane (0.4-0.5%).
On average, sessions lasted 2 hours.
Following each scanning session, anesthesia was discontinued and the cat was
monitored closely until fully recovered from the effects of anesthesia, at which time it
was returned to the clowder. Generally, animals exhibited normal behavior within 1h of
anesthesia cessation.
The choice of anesthetic regime used in the current investigation was based on a
prior, unpublished, pilot study. Briefly, we qualitatively assessed four different common
anesthetics: isofluorane, ketamine, propofol, and pentobarbital. Anesthetic levels of
propofol (5-6 mg/kg induction, 0.3 mg/kg/h maintenance) and isoflurane (2-4%) had to
be reduced beyond those capable of maintaining sedation for fMRI purposes. Regardless
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of the dosage, pentobarbital (25 mg/kg induction, 4-5 mg/kg as needed for maintenance)
resulted in no identifiable activations. The best results, using a single anesthetic, was
with Ketamine (4-5 mg/kg induction, 0.05 mg/kg/h maintenance), but was also unable to
maintain an acceptable level of sedation for fMRI purposes. The combination of
ketamine and isoflurane allowed levels of each to be reduced, beyond those required
when using either separately, and still maintain an acceptable level of sedation. The
combination also resulted in maximal BOLD responses. This anesthetic regime has been
applied in multiple investigations using fMRI in the cat model (Brown et al., 2014;
Brown et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2014).

3.3.2

Image Acquisition

All data were acquired on an actively shielded 68 cm human head 7-Tesla horizontal bore
scanner with a DirectDrive console (Agilent, Santa Clara, California) equipped with a
Siemens AC84 gradient subsystem (Erlangen, Germany) operating at a slew rate of 200
mT/m/s. An in-house designed and manufactured conformal 3-channel transceive cat
head RF coil was used for all experiments. Magnetic field optimization (B0 shimming)
was performed using an automated 3D mapping procedure (Klassen and Menon, 2004)
over the specific imaging volume of interest.
For each cat, functional volumes were collected using a segmented interleaved
EPI acquisition (TR = 1000 ms; TE = 15 ms; 3 segments/plane; slices = 21 x 1 mm;
matrix = 96 x 96; FOV = 72 x 72 mm; acquisition voxel size = 0.75 mm x 0.75 mm x 1.0
mm; acquisition time (TA) = 3 sec/volume). Images were corrected for physiological
fluctuations using navigator echo correction (Hu and Kim, 1994). A high-resolution PDweighted anatomical reference volume was acquired along the same orientation and fieldof-view as the functional images using a FLASH imaging sequence (TR = 750 ms; TE =
8 ms; matrix = 256 x 256; acquisition voxel size = 281 μm x 281 μm x 1.0 mm).
Functional imaging data sets were acquired for a continuous (130 continuous volumes)
scanning paradigm during every session.

3.3.3

Stimulus presentation

Stimuli included a broadband white noise (BBN) and eight pure tones (1, 5, 10, 13, 16,
17, 20, and 30 kHz). Tones were originally selected at 5 kHz intervals. However, initial
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scanning resulted in no activity using 15 kHz tones. Therefore, tones surrounding this
were selected which did elicit activity. Each tone was presented in bursts of 400ms with
a 100ms gap for the entire (30s) block. Stimuli were generated using MatLab
(MathWorks) and presented using custom C+ program (Microsoft visual studio) on a
Dell laptop through an external Roland Corporation soundcard (24-bit/96kHz ; Model
UA-25EX), a PylePro power amplifier (Model PCAU11) and Sensimetrics MRIcompatible ear inserts (Model S14). Sound card and amplifier output levels were the
same for all stimuli. All stimuli were calibrated to 85dB SPL, and output frequency
confirmed, using an ear simulator (Bruel & Kjaer, model # 4157), an ear plug simulator
(model # DP 0370) and microphone (model # 4134) all mounted on a sound level meter
(model #2250).
The continuous scanning method was used during completion of this project as it
has been shown to be superior for auditory cortical activations within the cat (Hall et al.,
2014). All scanning was completed using a block design (Fig 3.1A) in which a block of
10 volumes (TR and TA=3s; Fig 3.1B) was collected every 30s. Blocks of auditory
stimulus presentation were interleaved with baseline blocks of equal length, during which
no stimulus was present. A total of 13 blocks (6 stimulus blocks and 7 baseline) were
collected in each run. Two stimuli were included during each run for a total of 3 blocks
(30 volumes) of each stimulus during each run.
A structural MRI was collected at the beginning of each session after which a
minimum of two shortened runs, including 7 blocks, were collected using BBN only.
This facilitated confirmation of cortical activity using online analysis. Once acousticallyevoked activity was confirmed, runs commenced using tonal stimuli. Each session
included a minimum of 6 runs per session and two sessions per animal were conducted.

3.3.4

Data analysis

Regions of Interest - The structural image from each session was used to generate handdrawn (MRIcron, McCausland Center, Columbia, SC) region of interest (ROI) masks,
based on anatomical structures, for use during analysis. Two ROI’s were generated for
each session: 1) an ROI encompassing the entire cerebrum (excluding the cerebellum)
that was used in normalization during pre-processing, and 2) an ROI encompassing the
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Figure 3.1 Acquisition design.
A) Schematic of the block design. Stimuli were presented in blocks of ten volumes
(Stim) interleaved by similarly sized blocks of relative silence (Base). B) Schematic of
volume acquisition relative to stimulus presentation. Two blocks, a stimulus presentation
(shaded) and baseline (white), are diagramed. Stimuli were presented during acquisition
allowing ten volumes of data to be collected every 30 seconds.
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auditory cortex. The suprasylvian (ss) sulcus was used to delineate the borders of
auditory cortex. All thirteen acoustically-responsive areas of auditory cortex in a hearing
animal (Fig 3.2) can be found within these bounds (Mellott et al., 2010). This latter ROI
was used during data analysis as a mask to isolate activations within auditory cortex.
Following border delineation of the tonotopic areas using activations, individual ROI’s
for AAF, A1, PAF, and VPAF were also generated for use during the assessment of
tonotopy.
Pre-Processing - Data from each animal were processed and analyzed separately
using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL, London, UK) and MatLab
(MathWorks) software. All images were reoriented, corrected for motion (movements in
all 6 directions were <0.5mm) and co-registered to the structural image acquired at the
beginning of each session. Data were then normalized to a single structural image of the
animal and smoothed using a 2mm Gaussian full width at half maximum (FWHM)
kernel.
Data Analysis - Data were analyzed independently for each animal and session
with motion parameters included as regressors. A single run for each stimulus, which
included 30 volumes, was used to build statistical models in order to make the
comparison between stimuli equal. Models were built using a restricted maximum
likelihood (ReML) estimation and a correlational AR(1) model with high pass filter of
128 s. Following model estimation, separate t-contrasts were generated for each of the
stimuli (tones and BBN) as well as one that included all tones. A voxelwise threshold of
p<0.01 was applied initially, and further analysis was performed only on clusters which
also passed a familywise error (FWE) threshold of p<0.05. Clusters passing FWE
thresholds were identified in all cats for all stimuli presented with the exception of
30kHz.
BBN vs tones - Peak voxels within each cluster of activity related to the BBN
stimulus and to the activity across all pure tones were evaluated using anatomical
landmarks, for their location in one of thirteen areas within auditory cortex. Timecourses
for all peak voxels within a 1 mm spherical radius were extracted from each animal’s
data and analyzed using custom MatLab programming. A mean percent signal change
(PSC) from baseline was calculated from raw data for each volume within a stimulus
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Figure 3.2 Thirteen auditory cortex areas and areas of interest.
Lateral view of the cat cortical surface with the thirteen acoustically responsive areas
outlined as defined by electrophysiological and anatomical investigations. The four areas
known to be tonotopically organized are highlighted in yellow. Cortical areas and sulci
are abbreviated: anterior auditory field, AAF; auditory field of the anterior ectosylvian
sulcus, FAES; dorsal zone of the auditory cortex, DZ; insular region, IN; posterior
auditory field, PAF; primary auditory cortex, A1; second auditory cortex, A2; temporal
region, T; ventral auditory field, VAF; ventral posterior auditory field, VPAF; dorsal
posterior ectosylvian gyrus, dPE; intermediate posterior ectosylvian gyrus, iPE; ventral
posterior ectosylvian gyrus, vPE; and the supersylvian sulcus, ss. Anatomical terms of
direction are abbreviated: anterior, A; dorsal, D; posterior, P; ventral, V.
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block across all animals for peaks within a given cortical area as assessed by functional
borders defined by tone or BBN stimulation. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and Tukey’s honestly significant difference criteria were used to identify statistically
significant differences between volumes in a stimulus block and baseline levels. A two
sample t-test was then used to determine significant differences between similar volumes
of different stimuli. To demonstrate voxel specificity for tones or BBN, the timecourse
for the most significantly active voxel to each stimulus type was analyzed using the same
methods already described.
Defining borders of tonotopic areas – Borders between tonotopic areas are
determined in electrophysiological investigations by a reversal in the tonotopic gradient.
Therefore, analyses of the 1kHz tone and 20kHz tones were performed to demonstrate
borders between tonotopically organized areas. Each cluster generated by the two stimuli
was evaluated by location in relation to anatomical structures, as well as voxelwise
specificity for either stimulus. Methods used for generation of PSC values and statistical
testing applied for the comparisons of peak voxels generated by these two stimuli were
the same as the BBN and tone comparisons.
Tonotopy – While the 1 kHz and 20 kHz tones both produced peaks and clusters
passing FWE thresholds within every session, intermediate tones (those between 1 kHz
and 20 kHz in frequency) were not as reliable. Therefore, the intermediate tone that
produced the strongest activations for each cat was used to demonstrate tonotopy within
auditory cortex. Methods used for generation of PSC values and statistical testing
applied for the comparisons of the timeline and between the three stimuli were the same
as the previously detailed. When peak activations for the low, mid, or high tones were
within a 1mm radius of each other, analysis of voxel stimulus specificity was performed
on a voxel that fell within the cluster of activity elicited by that particular stimulus, but
which was not included in the cluster of activity in response to any other stimulus.
Activations within AAF were not strong enough to pass the FWE threshold of p<0.05.
Therefore, for purposes of defining the area, thresholds were lowered, with the lowest
having a FWE value of p<0.1, until clear clusters of activations could be visualized.
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3.4

Results

The purpose of this investigation was to determine if high-field fMRI could be used in
the cat to demonstrate the following: 1) a core region of acoustically responsive areas
similar to that found in non-human primate (NHP) auditory cortex can be disassociated
from the rest of auditory cortex; 2) borders between individual cortical areas can be
delineated using the reversal of tonotopic organization; 3) and tonotopy can be imaged in
each of the four tonotopically-organized cortical areas.

3.4.1

Core Auditory Cortex

In NHPs, auditory cortex consists of multiple areas, each belonging to either the core,
belt, or parabelt region (Kaas and Hackett, 1998, 2000). Areas within the core represent
the initial stages of acoustic processing. These core areas are defined functionally by
their specificity for pure tone stimuli over more complex stimuli. Recent
electrophysiological and anatomical investigations of cat auditory cortex have revealed
that a similar core may exist within the auditory cortex of the cat, consisting of A1 and
AAF (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a; Lee and Winer, 2008a, b). Therefore, using fMRI,
the delineation of a core region within auditory cortex consisting of A1 and AAF should
be possible by contrasting the patterns of activation produced by pure tone and BBN
stimulation.
Time courses for peak voxels within A1, AAF, PAF, and VPAF exhibited very
similar patterns in response to tone stimuli (Fig 3.3A). Peaks within all four areas were
significantly above baseline levels by volume 2 and maintained this level throughout the
remainder of the block. In contrast, during BBN stimuli, PAF and VPAF reach a
significant difference from baseline in early volumes, maintain this level throughout the
block, and are only significantly different from one another in two volumes (Fig 3.3B).
A1 and AAF are much more variable throughout the block but reach a reliable significant
difference from baseline much later in the block. This finding supports previous studies
which suggest A1 and AAF function as a core separate from PAF and VPAF. The results
from the present study also support previous investigations, which have provided
evidence that PAF and VPAF function at similar levels within a hierarchy (Lee and
Winer, 2011).
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Figure 3.3 PSC timecourses for the four tonotopic areas.
Mean PSC for each volume within stimulus blocks for peak voxels in response to tones
(A) or BBN (B) stimuli within A1 (red), AAF (orange), PAF (blue), and VPAF (green)
across all animals. Shading in respective colors indicates significant difference from
baseline levels as indicated by ANOVA. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Peak voxels within each cluster of activation in response to either pure tones or
BBN were assessed for their location within the 13 auditory cortex areas (Fig 3.2). When
a pure tone was presented, over 70% of the peak voxels appeared within an area
previously known to be tonotopically organized (AAF, A1, PAF and VPAF; Fig 3.4,
left). Approximately half of the peaks which appeared within tonotopic areas were
localized to the posterior bank of the posterior ectosylvian sulcus (PES), namely in PAF
or VPAF (Fig 3.2). The remaining peaks which appeared within tonotopic areas were
localized to A1 or AAF. However, when a BBN was presented, 75% of all peaks
appeared along the PES, within PAF or VPAF, with only 8.3% appearing within A1 or
AAF (Fig 3.4, center). Wong et al. (2014) reported that the four tonotopic areas comprise
44% of all of auditory cortex (Fig 3.4, right). This is interesting given the activations
observed in the present study; the four tonotopically organized areas together contained
83.3% of the peak voxels in response to pure tones despite comprising only 44% of the
total auditory cortex volume. Also, although they comprise only 8.3% of all of auditory
cortex volume, PAF and VPAF contained 75% of the response to BBN.
Activations resulting from either pure tones or BBN stimuli usually favored one
hemisphere, and were present along the full depth of cortex (Fig 3.5A,E). By collapsing
across all animals tested, a preference for pure tone stimuli can be illustrated in A1 and
AAF by comparing mean PSC within each volume of a block across all peaks occurring
within these regions (Fig 3.5B). Activations in response to pure tones within these areas
are significantly different from baseline levels by volume two, whereas a significant
difference is not seen in response to BBN until volume 5. Although the two stimuli start
at approximately the same value in the first volume, the pure tone stimulus remains at a
significantly higher PSC, than that of the BBN, until volume 5. A similar preference for
pure tone stimuli can be seen in PAF and VPAF, with pure tone stimuli evoking a
significantly stronger PSC for the majority of the stimulus block (Fig 3.5C). However,
the response to the BBN becomes significant from baseline values by the third volume
and continues to get stronger throughout the block. Interestingly, non-tonotopic areas
also show a preference for tone stimulation, with BBN stimuli only reaching significance
at volume 5, and pure tone stimuli evoking a significantly stronger PSC before that (Fig
3.5D).
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Figure 3.4 Percent representations within auditory cortex.
Left) Percentage of total peaks found responding to tone stimuli in PAF and VPAF (dark
grey), A1 and AAF (light grey), or all other non-tonotopic areas (black). Center)
Percentage of total peaks found responding to BBN stimuli. Right) Percentage of total
auditory cortex volume occupied by the same three divisions as reported by Wong et al
(2014).
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Figure 3.5 BBN v. tones.
A, E) Cortical activations in response to tones or BBN for an individual animal.
Anterior and posterior white arrowheads indicate AES and PES sulci, respectively. Top,
coronal; bottom, horizontal take at levels indicated by the line drawing in the center. B,
C, D) Mean PSC for each volume within stimulus blocks for tone (orange) or BBN
(blue) stimuli within A1 and AAF (B), PAF and VPAF (C), or all other non-tonotopic
(D) areas across all animals. Orange and blue shading indicate significant (p<0.05)
difference from baseline, as indicated by ANOVA, for similarly colored data. Asterisks
indicate significant (t-test, p<0.05) difference between tone and BBN stimulus activation.
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The localization of BBN activation along the PES can be better visualized when
the corresponding activations are overlaid on those from pure tones (Fig 3.6A,C). A
clear difference can be seen between areas situated on the middle ectosylvian gyrus, such
as A1, and those along the PES. To better illustrate these differences, the peak voxels for
each were analyzed separately for individual animals to demonstrate voxel specificity
(Fig 3.6B,D). Peak voxels appearing in A1 or AAF demonstrate a clear preference for
pure tone stimulation (Fig 3.6B); the PSC differed significantly from baseline activity
early in the block and maintained this difference throughout. In contrast, the BBN
stimulus failed to exceed baseline level throughout the block. Thus, with very few
exceptions, activity in response to pure tone stimulation was significantly greater
(p<0.05) in each volume from that of activity in response to BBN stimulation.
Peak voxels appearing in PAF or VPAF did not exhibit clear specificity (Fig
3.6D). Activity in response to pure tone stimulation exceeded baseline activity early in
the block, but failed to maintain this level throughout. Conversely, activity in response to
BBN stimulation was not significantly greater than baseline until later in the block.
When a significant difference between the two stimuli did occur, it was most often when
BBN activation exceeded that of pure tones.
Therefore, a core region can be delineated from surrounding cortical areas of the
cat, including those which are also tonotopically organized, using fMRI.

3.4.2

Borders between tonotopic areas

Borders between tonotopically organized areas of auditory cortex are classically defined
by a reversal in the tonotopic gradient (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a; Carrasco and
Lomber, 2009b; Imig and Reale, 1980; Reale and Imig, 1980). The borders between A1
and AAF, and between PAF and VPAF, are defined by a reversal at high frequencies. In
contrast, the border between A1 and PAF is defined by a reversal at low frequencies.
Therefore, borders between the four tonotopically organized areas can be revealed by
analyzing the activations in response to 20 kHz (high) and 1 kHz (low) pure tones.
The bounds of A1 generally span, on the anterior-posterior axis, from the
posterior bank of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (AES) to the anterior bank of the PES
(Fig 3.7C-E). The border between A1 and AAF should have a high frequency
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Figure 3.6 Voxel specificity.
A, C) Activations within a representative animal by tones (orange) or BBN (blue)
overlaid onto the corresponding anatomical image. Dark blue crosshatches indicate
location of voxel used for analysis in plots directly below each. Line drawing insets
indicate the location of coronal and horizontal slices show below. Anterior and posterior
white arrowheads indicate AES and PES sulci, respectively. B, D) Mean PSC for each
volume within blocks of tone or BBN stimuli for a representative voxel in A1 or PAF
respectively. Error Bars indicate s.e.m. Conventions the same as in Fig 3.5.
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representation, and in the current investigation, is demonstrated by activity in response to
a 20 kHz tone dorsal to the AES (Fig 3.7A,B). At the posterior border of A1 there is a
tonotopic reversal at low frequencies, dorsal to the PES which delineates the A1 and PAF
border (Fig 3.7B,C). The ventral border of A1 can also be functionally differentiated by
a lack of tonotopic organization (Fig 3.7F).
Selectivity for high or low tones can also be demonstrated by analyzing the
timecourses for individual peak voxels. At the A1/AAF border, peak voxels (Fig 3.7G)
were significantly greater (p<0.01) than baseline by the second volume in a block in
response to both high- and low-frequency tones. However, only high-frequency tones
were able to maintain a level significantly above baseline. A significant difference
(p<0.01) between the two occurred most commonly with high-frequency tone activation
exceeding that of low-frequency tones. At the A1/PAF border, peak voxels (Fig 3.7H)
most commonly exceeded baseline values in response to low-frequency tones, and
activations in response to these tones often significantly exceeded responses to highfrequency tones.
PAF and VPAF were also visualized along the PES (Fig 3.8A). Low frequencies
activated the most dorsal part of PAF and ventral part of VPAF, and the border between
the two was delineated by high-frequency tone activations. In the most dorsal
activations, individual voxels showed a preference for low-frequency tones, significantly
exceeding baseline values early in the block while high-frequency tones rarely did so (Fig
3.8B). Although not as clear, individual voxels at the border of PAF and VPAF showed a
preference for high tones (Fig 3.8C). Activations at the ventral border of VPAF by lowfrequency tones were visualized (Fig 3.8A) but individual voxels did not show a clear
preference for these stimuli.
Therefore, borders between tonotopically organized cortical areas of the cat can
be defined using fMRI.

3.4.3

Tonotopy

In previous electrophysiological investigations of cat auditory cortex, AAF, A1, PAF,
and VPAF have all been identified as tonotopically organized (Carrasco and Lomber,
2009a; Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b; Imig and Reale, 1980; Reale and Imig, 1980).
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Figure 3.7 A1 Borders.
A-F) Activations within a representative animal in response to 1kHz (red) and 20kHz
(blue) tones overlaid onto the corresponding anatomical images. The location of each
horizontal section is indicated by the correspondingly labeled lines traversing the inset
rendering of the lateral view of the cat cortex. Anterior and posterior white arrowheads
indicate AES and PES sulci, respectively. G, H) Mean PSC for each volume within
blocks of 1kHz (red) or 20kHz (blue) stimulation for a representative voxel at the anterior
border of A1 (G) or posterior border of A1 (H). Error Bars indicate s.e.m. Conventions
the same as in Fig 3.5.
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Figure 3.8 Border between PAF and VPAF.
A) Activations within a representative animal in response to 1kHz (red) and 20kHz (blue)
overlaid onto the corresponding anatomical image. The location of the coronal section is
indicated by the correspondingly labeled line traversing the inset rendering of the lateral
view of the cat cortex. B, C, D) Mean PSC for each volume within blocks of 1kHz (red)
or 20kHz (blue) stimulation for a voxel at the dorsal border of PAF (B), the PAF and
VPAF border (C) or ventral border of VPAF (D). Error Bars indicate s.e.m.
Conventions the same as in Fig 3.5.
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Once the borders of these areas were identified using fMRI, tonotopic organization
within these bounds could then be demonstrated.
Activations in AAF did not pass FWE thresholds and therefore are not shown.
Activations in A1 that passed FWE thresholds in response to low-, mid-, or highfrequency tones exhibited tonotopic organization when overlaid on each other (Fig 3.9AE). Low-frequency tones resulted in activation in the posterior portion of A1 while midand high-frequency tones resulted in progressively more anterior activations. This is
consistent with electrophysiological recordings within A1 in the cat (Carrasco and
Lomber, 2009a; Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b; Reale and Imig, 1980). The cessation of
tonotopic organization can also be identified at the border between A1 and second
auditory cortex (A2; Fig 3.9F).
Reversal of the tonotopic gradient between A1 and PAF can be seen at the dorsal
tip of pes going from an anterior-posterior axis in A1 (Fig 3.9B) to a dorsal-ventral axis
(Fig 3.10). Visualization of tonotopy within PAF was also possible starting at lowfrequency tones dorsally and progressing through mid-frequency tones and finally highfrequency tones at the VPAF border (Fig 3.10). Within VPAF, a less defined tonotopy
can be visualized progressing down from high-frequency tones at the PAF border,
through intermediate tones and with a small representation of low-frequency tones
ventrally (Fig 3.10).
Therefore, tonotopy can be visualized in cat auditory cortex using fMRI.

3.5

Discussion

In summary, the four tonotopically organized areas (AAF, A1, PAF, and VPAF) of cat
auditory cortex can be functionally delineated using high-field fMRI. These areas appear
to be preferentially sensitive to tonal stimuli, and tonotopy can be visualized within each
area. The borders between areas can be identified at the point of reversal of the tonotopic
gradients. Finally, core auditory cortex, consisting of A1 and AAF, can also be identified
using a comparison of pure tone and BBN activations.

3.5.1

Ability to transfer knowledge to human organization

One of the benefits of using fMRI, is the potential for a more direct comparison and
application of the wealth of more invasive techniques to human fMRI data. Comparisons
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Figure 3.9 A1 Tonotopy.
A-F) Horizontal sections 1mm apart with resulting clusters for high (blue), mid (green),
and low (red) tone stimuli in a single animal. The location of the horizontal section is
indicated by the correspondingly labeled line traversing the inset rendering of the lateral
view of the cat cortex. Anterior and posterior white arrowheads indicate AES and PES
sulci, respectively.
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Figure 3.10 PAF and VPAF Tonotopy.
Coronal section aligned with the posterior bank of the PES sulcus with resulting clusters
for high (blue), mid (green), and low (red) tone stimuli overlaid on the corresponding
anatomical in a single animal. The location of the coronal section is indicated by the
corresponding line traversing the rendering of the lateral view of the cat cortex.
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are already being made between the functional organization of human and monkey
auditory cortex (Schönwiesner et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2010) The present investigation
provides foundational evidence for the potential of comparisons between human and
primate fMRI studies to the wealth of electophysiological and anatomical investigations
of cat auditory cortex. The core and belt organization of auditory cortex has been
demonstrated in both human (Chevillet et al., 2011; Wessinger et al., 1997; Wessinger et
al., 2001; Woods et al., 2009) and monkey (Petkov et al., 2006; Tanji et al., 2010)
subjects using fMRI. In fact, the core and belt areas have been subdivided into multiple
cortical fields using fMRI. In the present investigation a similar organizational principal
has been demonstrated also using fMRI, where a core auditory cortex, consisting of A1
and AAF, has been localized. The presence of a strong tonotopic organization within
cortical areas of the core has also been demonstrated in human, primate, and now cat core
areas. This provides some confidence that the well documented principles found within
auditory cortex of the cat could be more directly compared to that of the human using
fMRI.

3.5.2

Benefits of using fMRI

Classically, tonotopic maps are derived using electrophysiology which produce a grainy
map that reflects local heterogeneity despite more large scale organization. The local
heterogeneity reflected in electrophysiological investigations is the product of individual
neurons, or small local networks, with characteristic frequencies that differ significantly
from that of surrounding neurons (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a; Carrasco and Lomber,
2009b, 2010). Methods that employ a more macroscopic view can produce results that
allow a more gestalt view revealing a more defined tonotopic map (Rothschild et al.,
2010). While unable to resolve microscopic heterogeneities using present methods, the
use of fMRI in this investigation revealed large scale cortical organizational principles
without the discontinuity that is commonly observed using electrophysiology.

3.5.3

Sound intensity

The tonotopy reported in the present investigation is coarser and activations in response
to a single tone spread further across the cortical surface than would be expected using
electrophysiology. Previous investigations of tonotopy using electrophysiology employ
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sparsely presented tone pips at, or just above, threshold levels. The intensity of the sound
produced while using continuous scanning methods necessitate more intense stimuli and
therefore could account, in part, for the tonotopic discrepancy.
Stimulus intensity affects psychoacoustical testing by broadening the
responsiveness with increasing intensity (Moore, 2012). Electrophysiological
investigations show a similar effect of intensity on tuning curves of individual neurons
(Pienkowski and Eggermont, 2011). As the intensity is increased the base of the tuning
curve, for an individual neuron, broadens and the best frequency can shift or even
become bi-peaked. However, by using a more spectrotemporally rich presentation,
individual units become more intensity tolerant (Pienkowski and Eggermont, 2011).
Based on this information, two potential alternatives for observing a more refined
tonotopic map using fMRI would be 1) To employ sparse scanning methods. The use of
sparse scanning methods would enable presentation of stimuli closer to threshold levels
during a relatively silent period between aquisitions. However, sparse scanning also
extends the time needed to collect the same amount of data which is not ideal with an
anesthetized preparation (Hall et al., 2014). Or, 2) A temporally jittered stimulus
presentation that would enable a more spectrotemporally rich stimulus presentation.
According to Pienkowski and Eggermont (2011), this may alleviate or negate the effects
of an increased intensity on the tuning curve. The study by Pienkowski and Eggermont
(2011) however only addressed tones up to 65dB which may not be sufficient, with the
ambient noise during continuous scanning, to observe tonotopy.
The effects of intensity on the observed tonotopic map may affect core auditory
areas more than other areas. The effects of increasing stimulus intensity on activations
within core auditory cortex in both human (Woods et al., 2010) and monkey (Tanji et al.,
2010) using fMRI are exaggerated in core auditory cortex. Tanji et al. (2010) noted that
tones <70dB were unable to drive activations outside of core auditory cortex using fMRI.
They also noted that above this level tonotopy could be observed in belt areas
surrounding the core. Therefore, stimuli >70dB may be necessary to observe tonotopy in
cortical areas such as PAF and VPAF in the cat. The difference in activation between
core and belt areas could also provide another avenue for differentiating core from
surrounding areas in future investigations.
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4

Chapter 4 – The Cat’s Meow: A High-Field fMRI
Assessment of Cortical Activity in Response to
Vocalizations and Complex Auditory Stimuli
4.1

Abstract

Sensory systems are typically constructed in a hierarchical fashion such that lower level
subcortical and cortical areas process basic stimulus features, while higher level areas
reassemble these features into object-level representations. A number of anatomical
pathway tracing studies have suggested that the auditory cortical hierarchy of the cat
extends from a core region, consisting of the primary auditory cortex (A1) and the
anterior auditory field (AAF), to higher level, auditory fields that are located ventrally.
Unfortunately, limitations on electrophysiological examination of these higher level
fields have resulted in an incomplete understanding of the functional organization of the
auditory cortex. Thus, the current study uses functional MRI in conjunction with a
variety of simple and complex auditory stimuli to provide the first comprehensive
examination of function across the entire cortical hierarchy. Auditory cortex function is
shown to be largely lateralized to the left hemisphere, and is concentrated bilaterally in
fields surrounding the posterior ectosylvian sulcus. The use of narrowband noise stimuli
enables the visualization of tonotopic gradients in the posterior auditory field (PAF) and
ventral posterior auditory field (VPAF) that have previously been unverifiable using
fMRI and pure tones. Furthermore, auditory fields that are inaccessible to more invasive
techniques, such as the insular (IN) and temporal (T) cortices, are shown to be selectively
responsive to vocalizations. Collectively, these data provide a much needed functional
correlate for anatomical examinations of the hierarchy of cortical structures within the cat
auditory cortex.

Key Words: fMRI, cat, auditory cortex, complex sounds, functional hierarchy
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4.2

Introduction

Sensory systems are typically arranged in a processing hierarchy that begins with the
coding of basic stimulus features at the sensory epithelium and leads to full-scale object
representation in secondary and associative cortical areas. At each level of this ascending
pathway, more complex features are represented. For example, in the visual system,
neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) are most responsive to simple stimuli like spots or
bars of light (Drager, 1975; Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1968; Singer et al., 1975).
Ascending from V1, more complex stimuli are required for best activation eventually
leading to two parallel streams processing spatial location (“where”) dorsally or
identification (“what”) ventrally (Haxby et al., 1991; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982).
These streams are comprised of individual areas specialized for specific stimuli such as
visually-guided reaching (Karnath and Perenin, 2005; Singhal et al., 2013) in the dorsal
stream or faces (Collins and Olson, 2014; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2010) in the
ventral stream. Auditory cortex is not understood in the same level of detail as the visual
cortex. However, Chevillet and colleagues (2011) demonstrated that the core, belt, and
parabelt regions within human auditory cortex can be delineated using pure tones, bandpassed noise bursts, or vocalizations, respectively. Thus, an understanding of the way in
which hierarchies of cortical fields are arranged has significant consequences for our
interpretation of how stimuli in the world around us are encoded and reconstructed in the
brain.
Rouiller and colleagues (1991) first proposed a hierarchical organization within
auditory cortex of the cat that was based on anatomical connections (Fig 4.1 A,B). This
study focused on the second auditory cortex (A2) and the four areas of the auditory
cortex known to be organized by frequency (i.e. those with tonotopic organization);
primary auditory cortex (A1), the anterior auditory field (AAF), the posterior auditory
field (PAF), and the ventral posterior auditory field (VPAF). Based on anatomical
connectivity, Rouiller and colleagues placed A1 and AAF at the base of the hierarchy,
with A2, VPAF, and PAF at increasingly higher levels. More recent anatomical
investigations have confirmed the separation between core (A1 and AAF) and higherlevel (A2, VPAF, PAF) cortical areas (Fig 4.1C; for a review see (Lee and Winer, 2011).
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In addition, anatomical evidence suggests there are parallel processing streams in
auditory cortex (Lee et al., 2004; Lee and Winer, 2011) that may be analogous to the
separate ventral and dorsal streams of visual cortex (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982).
While these studies have been critical to establishing a proposed hierarchy within
auditory cortex of the cat, complementary functional data are necessary to provide a
complete understanding of perception within the auditory system.
Electrophysiological (Carrasco et al., 2013; Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a, 2011)
and functional imaging (Hall and Lomber, 2015) studies have confirmed that A1 and
AAF are at similar levels of cortical processing, comprising the core auditory cortex of
the cat (Fig 4.1). Collectively, A1 and AAF are considered to be analogous to the
auditory core of old world monkeys (Fig 4.1D,E; Carrasco et al., 2013; Carrasco et al.,
2015; Hackett, 2011, 2015; Hall and Lomber, 2015; Ma et al., 2013; Petkov et al., 2006;
Schönwiesner et al., 2014), which also consists of multiple areas. Beyond core areas, it
has been proposed that information flow within auditory cortex of the cat proceeds
postero-ventrally (Carrasco and Lomber, 2011; Hackett, 2011). Latencies within
individual areas are increasingly longer moving ventrally with AAF and A1 having
similar, shorter latencies and A2 and PAF having longer latencies (Carrasco and Lomber,
2011). Also, there is some electrophysiological evidence to support parallel processing
streams within auditory cortex of the cat (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a, b) while
behavioural studies have identified areas that are selective for localization but not for
discrimination, and vice versa (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008; Malhotra et al., 2004;
Malhotra and Lomber, 2007). Indeed, functional evidence for dual-stream processing in
auditory cortex has also been observed in humans (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012, 2013;
Rauschecker, 1997), and monkeys (Rauschecker, 1997; Rauschecker and Tian, 2004;
Rauschecker et al., 1995; Rauschecker et al., 1997). However, functional investigations
of cortical processing in the cat have provided only a limited glimpse of the hierarchy of
cortical processing due to three major limitations: 1) electrophysiological studies often
focus on only one or two cortical areas per animal, 2) the position of the external auditory
meatus typically limits investigations to the more dorsal fields of auditory cortex, and 3)
these studies have traditionally relied on simple acoustic stimuli which may not be wellsuited to evoking activity in higher-level cortical areas.
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Figure 4.1 Hierarchy of auditory cortex
A) Lateral view of the cat cortical surface with the thirteen acoustically responsive areas
outlined as defined by electrophysiological and anatomical investigations. Core (red),
tonotopic non-core (orange), non-tonotopic (green) and multisensory (blue) areas are also
indicated. B) Hierarchy of cat auditory cortex as originally proposed by Rouiller et al.
(1991) including only 5 of the 13 cortical areas. C) More recent hierarchy of cat auditory
cortex as proposed by Lee and Winer (2011) included all 13 areas. D) Auditory cortex of
the old world monkey with core (red), tonotopically organized belt (orange), and nontonotopic para-belt (green) areas indicated. E) Most recent hierarchy within old world
monkey auditory cortex as proposed by Hackett (2015).
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While electrophysiological methods may be limited to dorsal auditory cortex,
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which has been used extensively with
human and non-human primate (NHP) subjects, provides the ability to observe activity
throughout cortex. Recently, fMRI has also been used to demonstrate activity in the cat,
along the auditory pathway (Hall et al., 2014). Moreover, fMRI signals in auditory
cortex have been shown to correlate well with electrophysiological measures; for
example, using fMRI, A1 and AAF have been shown to have core properties, while the
borders of AAF, A1, PAF and VPAF can be visualized though tonotopy (Hall and
Lomber, 2015). Thus, fMRI is well suited to investigate the function of ventral auditory
cortex in the cat, including the ventral auditory field (VAF), insular cortex (IN) and
temporal cortex (T). In addition, the present investigation employs a variety of more
complex stimuli including conspecific vocalizations, narrow band noise (NBN),
frequency modulated (FM) sweeps, harmonics, and broadband noise (BBN) that are
better suited to elicit activity from higher-level auditory cortical areas. We hypothesize
that these complex stimuli will most effectively activate areas outside of core auditory
cortex. Also, static stimuli will be presented with no location information, such that the
functional stream dedicated to discrimination or identification, will be preferentially
activated.

4.3

Methods

Ten adult (>6 month) domestic shorthair cats, different from the previous experiments,
were selected for this project. All animals were housed as a clowder and obtained from a
commercial breeding facility (Liberty Labs, Waverly, NY). The University of Western
Ontario’s Animal Use Subcommittee approved all procedures. All procedures were also
in accordance with the National Research Council’s Guidelines for the Care and Use of
Mammals in Neuroscience and Behavioral Research (Van Sluyters et al., 2003) and the
Canadian Council on Animal Care’s Guide to the Care and Use of Experimental Animals
(Olfert et al., 1993).
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4.3.1

Anesthesia and Recovery

Anesthetic and recovery procedures have been reported in detail previously (Brown et al.,
2014; Brown et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2014). Briefly, each animal was pre-medicated with
an intramuscular injection of atropine (0.02 mg/kg) and acepromizine (0.02 mg/kg), then
anesthesia was induced by intramuscular injection of a mixture of ketamine (4mg/kg) and
dexdomitor (0.025 mg/kg). Once anesthetized, the animal was intubated and an
indwelling feline catheter was placed in the cephalic vein for the maintenance of
anesthesia. Body temperature and vital signs were continuously monitored. Each cat
was then placed, in a sternal position, inside a custom made plexiglass apparatus with the
head in a custom-built RF coil (Fig 4.2). MRI-compatible ear inserts were placed in each
ear and the head was stabilized with sound-attenuating foam padding. The animal and
apparatus were then inserted into the bore of the magnet. Anesthesia was maintained
through continuous administration of ketamine (0.6-0.75 mg/kg/hr, i.v.) and spontaneous
inhalation of isofluorane (0.4-0.5%). Each session lasted approximately 2 hours.
Following each session, anesthesia was terminated and the animal was monitored
closely until fully recovered. The cat was then returned to the clowder. Generally,
animals exhibited normal behavior within 1h of anesthesia cessation.

4.3.2

Image Acquisition

All data were acquired on an actively shielded 68 cm 7-Tesla horizontal bore scanner
with a DirectDrive console (Agilent, Santa Clara, California) equipped with a Siemens
AC84 gradient subsystem (Erlangen, Germany) operating at a slew rate of 300 mT/m/s.
An in-house designed and manufactured 10 cm cylindrical 8-channel transceive RF coil
was used for all experiments. Magnetic field optimization (B0 shimming) was performed
using an automated 3D mapping procedure (Klassen and Menon, 2004) over the specific
imaging volume of interest.
For each cat, functional volumes were collected using a single-shot EPI
acquisition with grappa acceleration (R=3) and the following scanning parameters: TR =
2000 ms; TE = 19 ms; flip = 70 degrees; slices = 26 x 1mm; matrix = 96 x 96; FOV = 84
x 84 mm; acquisition voxel size = 0.88 mm x 0.88 mm x 1.0 mm; acquisition time (TA) =
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Figure 4.2 Photograph of the eight channel RF coil.
The anesthetized animal’s head, enveloped in foam to minimize movement and attenuate
scanner noise, is inserted inside an eight channel RF transceiver. The animal is intubated
(plastic tube ventral to nose) to permit administration of isofluorane anesthesia.
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2 sec/volume; BW = 3719 Hz/px. Images were corrected for physiological fluctuations
using navigator echo correction. A high-resolution PD-weighted anatomical reference
volume was acquired along the same orientation and field-of-view as the functional
images using a FLASH imaging sequence (TR = 750 ms; TE = 8 ms; matrix = 256 x 256;
acquisition voxel size = 281 μm x 281 μm x 1.0 mm).

4.3.3

Stimulus presentation

Eleven stimuli were generated including: four, quarter octave narrow band noises (NBN;
Fig 4.3A) centered at 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 17 kHz, or 20 kHz; one broad band white noise
(BBN; Fig 4.3F); two frequency-modulated (FM) sweeps (Fig 4.3B), one swept from 1
kHz to 25 kHz (upsweep) and the other from 25 kHz to 1 kHz (downsweep); two
conspecific vocalizations of similar duration (Fig 4.3 C,D) recorded in a sound
attenuating chamber from two separate animals who were not participants in the present
experiment; and two harmonic stimuli (Fig 4.3E), generated using the fundamental
frequency from each of the vocalizations (0.75 kHz and 1 kHz) and three additional
harmonics. All stimuli, with the exception of vocalizations and harmonics, were
presented in 400 ms bursts with a 100 ms gap for the entire (30 s) block. Vocalizations
were 750 and 850 ms long which necessitated a slower presentation rate (1 Hz) for the
entire (30 s) block. Harmonics were duration-matched to the vocalizations and were also
presented at a rate of 1 Hz.
With the exception of the vocalizations, all stimuli were generated using MatLab
(MathWorks). All stimuli were presented using custom programming in C+ (Microsoft
visual studio) on a Dell laptop through an external Roland Corporation soundcard (24bit/96 kHz ; Model UA-25EX), a PylePro power amplifier (Model PCAU11) and
Sensimetrics MRI-compatible ear inserts (Model S14). Sound card and amplifier output
levels were the same for all stimuli. All stimuli were calibrated to 85dB SPL using an ear
simulator (Bruel & Kjaer, model # 4157), an ear plug simulator (model # DP 0370), and
microphone (model # 4134) all mounted on a sound level meter (model #2250).
All scanning was done using the continuous method which has been evaluated as
optimal for fMRI of the cat auditory cortex (Hall et al., 2014). A block design (Fig 4.4A)
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Figure 4.3 Stimulus spectrograms.
Spectrograms for the 1 kHz NBN (A), upward FM sweep (B), each of the vocalizations
(C,D), 1kHz Harmonic (E), and BBN (F) stimuli.
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Figure 4.4 Acquisition design.
A) Schematic of the block design. Stimuli were presented in blocks (Stim) interleaved by
blocks during which no stimulus was presented (Base). B) Schematic of volume
acquisition relative to stimulus presentation. Two blocks, a stimulus presentation
(shaded) and baseline (white), are diagrammed. Stimuli were presented during
acquisition allowing fifteen volumes of data to be collected every 30 seconds.
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was used for all runs using blocks of 15 volumes (Fig 4.4B; TR and TA=2s) collected
every 30s. Each block of auditory stimulation was interleaved with equal duration blocks
during which no stimulus was presented. Thirteen blocks (6 stimulus and 7 baseline; 195
volumes) were collected every run (Fig 4.4A). Two stimuli were presented alternately
during each run for a total of 3 blocks (45 volumes) of each stimulus per run.
At the beginning of every session a structural MRI was collected followed by two
runs using only the BBN stimulus. This enabled online analysis to confirm that the
anaesthetic depth permitted cortical activity before continuing. Following this, regular
runs commenced. Each session included a minimum of 6 runs per session and 3 sessions
were conducted for each animal.

4.3.4

Data Analysis

Pre-Processing – Data from each animal were processed and analyzed using SPM8
(Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL, London, UK) and MatLab
(MathWorks) software. All images were reoriented, corrected for motion (movements in
all 6 directions were <0.5mm) and co-registered to the structural image acquired at the
beginning of each session. Data were then normalized to an anatomical template image
and smoothed using a 2mm Gaussian full width at half maximum (FWHM) kernel.
Anatomical Template – All data were normalized to an anatomical template
generated in-house. A manuscript detailing the specifics of this template is in
preparation. In short, 12 feline anatomical scans collected on a 7T high-field MRI
scanner were preprocessed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
UCL, London) and MatLab (Mathworks) software to align them to a common coordinate
system. In a two-phase process, these reoriented images were then normalized and
averaged, first to a reference scan chosen from the group, then to the average generated
by the first pass processing. Finally, this second pass average was smoothed and
provided for group analysis. After normalization to this template, data from individual
animals were inspected to confirm accurate alignment of sculci to the template.
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Regions of Interest – Hand drawn (MRIcron, McCausland Center, Columbia, SC)
region of interest (ROI) masks, based on anatomy, were generated to be used during preprocessing and analysis. One ROI mask which encompassed the cerebrum and excluded
the skull, soft tissues and cerebellum was generated using the anatomical scan from each
animal and scanning session, and for the template to be used for normalization during
pre-processing. A hand-drawn ROI was also generated using the anatomical template
which encompassed all of auditory cortex in both hemispheres. The suprasylvian (ss)
sulcus was used to delineate auditory cortex as all thirteen acoustically responsive areas
can be found within these bounds (Mellott et al., 2010). This ROI was used during data
analysis as a mask to isolate activations within auditory cortex. The template was also
used to generate a ROI for each of the thirteen auditory areas. These masks were used
during analysis to examine blood-oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity within and
between different areas.
Data Analysis – Data were initially analyzed independently for each animal with
motion parameters included in each model as regressors. Models were built using a
restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) estimation and a correlational AR(1) model with
high pass filter of 128 s. Following model estimation, contrasts were generated for each
of the stimuli in individual runs. A cluster forming threshold of p<0.01 uncorrected was
applied initially. Inclusion of an individual animal in further analysis depended on two
criteria: 1) at least a single run which produced a cluster of activation passing a
familywise error (FWE) threshold of p<0.05 for each of the BBN, harmonics,
vocalization, and sweep stimuli and, 2) at least a single run which produced clusters of
activation passing a FWE threshold of p<0.05 for three of the four NBN stimuli.
In order to make fair comparisons between activations, a single run containing 45
volumes was identified for each animal for each NBN stimulus, to be included in further
analysis. For the remaining stimulus categories, individual stimuli did not consistently
result in clusters of activity which satisfied the FWE threshold. However, if pairs of
stimuli of the same category were grouped together (e.g. harmonics, sweeps, or
vocalizations) there were robust clusters of activity which passed the FWE threshold.
Therefore, individual runs for each of the remaining stimulus categories (BBN, sweeps,
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vocalizations and harmonics) contained 90 volumes of stimulus-evoked data (45
upsweeps + 45 downsweeps, 45 vocalization #1 + 45 vocalization #2, etc.). These runs
were then incorporated into a model with all animals for group analysis.
Average Timecourses – Timecourses for all voxels within clusters passing the
FWE (p<0.05) threshold were extracted. A mean percent signal change (PSC) from
baseline was calculated for every volume within a block collapsed across animals and
hemispheres. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s honestly
significant difference criteria were used to evaluate significant differences from baseline
values. This evaluation was performed for every stimulus separately.
Average PSC – The average PSC for each animal, cortical area, and stimulus type,
was extracted using the MarsBaR (Brett et al., 2002) region of interest toolbox and the
individual mask for each cortical area. These numbers were then averaged across
animals, a 95% confidence interval was calculated, and a paired t-test was performed to
determine significant differences between stimuli within each area. Using the same
cortical masks, timecourses for only active voxels across all animals were extracted and
average PSC values and block timecourses were calculated.

4.4

Results

Clusters of BOLD activity in response to NBN, FM sweeps, harmonics, BBN, and
vocalizations were analyzed for their strength and location within auditory cortex. It was
hypothesized that: 1) areas outside of core auditory cortex (A1 and AAF) would be
preferentially activated; 2) areas that are specialized for auditory identification
(presumptive “what” pathway areas) would be preferentially activated; 3) vocalizations
would preferentially activate areas ventral to A2.
Individual animals that did not demonstrate clusters of activity which satisfied the
FWE (p<0.05) threshold for at least three of the four NBN stimuli were excluded from
further analysis. This standard resulted in four animals being excluded while the
remaining six were analyzed further for lateralization of activity, the location of peak
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activity within the thirteen areas of auditory cortex (Fig 4.1A), and the strength of
activation within each of those areas.

4.4.1

Lateralization

Lateralization of auditory function, specifically for the processing of speech, has been
well documented in human subjects (Hickok and Poeppel, 2015). Previously,
lateralization of function in the cat has been technically difficult to analyze because of the
inability to assess activity throughout cortex. However, in the present study, analysis of
lateralization was made possible as fMRI enables analysis of the whole of auditory
cortex, and the addition of a cortical template enables the normalization and analysis of
group data.
A contrast for each stimulus was created across all animals against baseline
levels. For each stimulus type, this resulted in a single cluster of activity in each of the
left and right hemispheres, with the exception of the 1 kHz NBN stimulus which elicited
a unilateral cluster of activity in the right hemisphere (Table 4.1). Most stimuli resulted
in a cluster consisting of a larger number of voxels in the left hemisphere. The two
exceptions were the 1 kHz NBN stimulus, which elicited a unilateral cluster of activity in
the right hemisphere, and the FM sweeps stimulus which elicited a greater number of
active voxels in the right hemisphere. The statistical strength at the peak voxels within
these clusters echoes the results of the cluster size with all but the 1 kHz NBN and FM
sweep stimuli having a left hemisphere bias.
In summary, most cortical activity was lateralized, both in size and statistical
strength, to the left hemisphere with the exception of 1 kHz NBN and FM sweeps.

4.4.2

Cortical Activity

One of the many advantages of fMRI is the ability to observe activation throughout
auditory cortex. Previous electrophysiological investigations of auditory cortex in the cat
have largely focused on dorsal areas including A1, AAF, PAF, the dorsal zone (DZ), and
the auditory field of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (FAES). The use of fMRI affords the
capability to investigate neural function within all cortical areas.
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Narrow Band Noise
1 kHz

Number
of Voxels

Peak

L

R

L
3.77

Tstatistic*

65

Vocal

Harmonic

BBN

10 kHz

17 kHz

20 kHz

596

531

485

183

676

404

397

66

385

183

502

112

113

56

9.15

10.89

7.54

8.85

7.05

7.03

7.92

9.5

5.18

5.25

3.99

5.03

R

4.72
7.75

(0.269)

Sweep

(0.001)

(0.004)

Table 4.1 Lateralization of activations.
Number of voxels (top) in clusters found in either the left (L) or right (R) hemispheres.
Also, T-statistic values (bottom) for the peak voxel in the left or right hemispheres. Blue
shading indicates a larger number of voxels or statistically stronger activation in the left
hemisphere. Red shading indicates a larger number of voxels or statistically stronger
activation in the right hemisphere.
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Across animals, BOLD activity in response to NBN stimuli is observed in both
hemispheres except to the 1 kHz NBN stimulus (Fig 4.5A). NBN stimuli centered at 1
kHz are only observed in the right hemisphere in AAF (Fig 4.5A). NBN stimuli centered
at 10, 17, and 20 kHz elicit bilateral activity with peak activations observed in A1 and
along the posterior ectosylvian sulcus (pes) in areas such as PAF and the VPAF.
Significantly active voxels can be observed in all cortical areas with the exception of the
insular (IN) and dorsal posterior ectosylvian (dPE) areas. In addition, a tonotopic
progression along the pes can be observed (Fig 4.5A). Response to the 10 kHz NBN is
represented at the dorsal extent of pes, with higher frequencies represented toward the
midpoint, at which point the gradient is reversed toward the ventral extent of pes. This
pattern of reversing tonotopic gradients is well documented for abutting cortical fields,
and is well-reproduced here using fMRI.
In response to the 1 kHz NBN, average timecourses for all significantly active
voxels, across animals are highly variable and are only intermittently greater than
baseline activity levels (Fig 4.5B). In response to the remaining NBN stimuli, average
timecourses for significantly active voxels show a typical hemodynamic response and are
significantly different from baseline (p<0.05) throughout the block (Fig 4.5C-E).
BOLD responses to FM sweeps, across animals, are robust and bilateral (Fig
4.6A). Active voxels are observed in all cortical areas except the most ventral areas:
temporal cortex (T), IN, VPAF, or the ventral posterior ectosylvian (vPE) area. Peaks of
activity are located on the posterior bank of pes in the left hemisphere, and anterior bank
of the right hemisphere. The average timecourse for active voxels in response to FM
sweeps (Fig 4.6B), although at lower percent signal change (PSC) levels than those
resulting from NBN stimuli, is significantly different from baseline throughout the block.
Activity in response to vocalizations, across animals, is also bilateral (Fig 4.7A).
Active voxels are observed in all cortical areas, with no exceptions. Peak activations
occur within the pes in the left hemisphere and on the lateral bank of the suprasylvian
sulcus (ss) in the right hemisphere. The average timecourse for active voxels in response
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Figure 4.5 Narrow band noise (NBN) activations
A) 1 kHz (red), 10 kHz (blue), 17 kHz (green), and 20 kHz (yellow) NBN stimuli
contrasts across animals. The coronal and axial sections correspond to those indicated in
the inset above. White arrowheads indicate the anterior ectosylvian sulcus and posterior
ectosylvian sulcus. B-E) Average percent signal change for blocks of each NBN
stimulus. Shading indicates significant difference (p>0.05) from baseline as indicated by
ANOVA.
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Figure 4.6 Frequency modulated (FM) sweeps activations.
A) Contrast for FM sweep stimuli across all animals. Statistically strongest peak for each
cluster is indicated by blue crosshairs for either the left (L) or right (R) hemisphere. B)
Average percent signal change for blocks of the FM sweep stimuli. Shading indicates
significant difference (p<0.05) from baseline as indicated by ANOVA.
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Figure 4.7 Conspecific vocalizations activation.
A) Contrast for vocalization stimuli across all animals. Statistically strongest peak for
each cluster is indicated by blue crosshairs for either the left (L) or right (R) hemisphere.
B) Average percent signal change for blocks of the vocalization stimuli. Shading
indicates significant difference (p<0.05) from baseline as indicated by ANOVA.
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to vocalizations (Fig 4.7B) shows low PSC levels but maintains a significant difference
from baseline throughout the block.
Activity in response to harmonics, across animals, is bilateral (Fig 4.8A). Active
voxels are observed in all cortical areas except T and IN. Peaks of activity are observed
in the pes in the left hemisphere and on the middle ectosylvian gyrus in the right
hemisphere. The average timecourse for active voxels in response to harmonics (Fig
4.8B) shows low PSC levels, starts significantly below baseline level, and takes 6s to rise
significantly above baseline, maintaining this level to the end of the block.
Activity in response to BBN, across animals, is bilateral (Fig 4.9A). Active
voxels are observed in all cortical areas except IN and the intermediate posterior
ectosylvian (iPE) areas. The average timecourse for active voxels in response to BBN
(Fig 4.9B) is only significantly greater than baseline after 6s but maintains this level to
the end of the block.
Average PSC levels across all voxels within each cortical area were calculated for
the NBN stimuli. The 1 kHz NBN stimulus is only significantly above baseline levels in
AAF (Fig 4.10A). The 10, 17 and 20 kHz NBN stimuli are most effective at eliciting
activity from A1 and areas along the pes, namely PAF, VPAF, and the ventral auditory
field (VAF). There are very few significant differences between NBN stimuli within
each area. Where significant differences (p<0.05) do exist within an area, they involve
the 1 kHz stimulus.
Average PSC levels across all voxels in each area were also calculated for the
more complex stimuli. FM sweeps result in the largest average PSC in every area except
IN (Fig 4.10B), and these changes are significantly greater than those elicited by
vocalizations, harmonics, or BBN stimuli in A1, PAF, VPAF, VAF, and vPE.
Vocalizations elicit a significant BOLD response in A1, AAF, PAF, VPAF, A2, and
FAES. The harmonic and BBN stimuli fail to elicit a signal that is significantly greater
than baseline activity in any area.
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Figure 4.8 Harmonics Activations.
A) Contrast for harmonic stimuli across all animals. Statistically strongest peak for each
cluster is indicated by blue crosshairs for either the left (L) or right (R) hemisphere. B)
Average percent signal change for blocks of the harmonic stimuli. Shading indicates
significant difference (p<0.05) from baseline as indicated by ANOVA.
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Figure 4.9 Broadband noise (BBN) activations.
A) Contrast for the BBN stimulus across all animals. Statistically strongest peak for each
cluster is indicated by blue crosshairs for either the left (L) or right (R) hemisphere. B)
Average percent signal change for blocks of the BBN stimulus. Shading indicates
significant difference (p<0.05) from baseline as indicated by ANOVA.
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Figure 4.10 Average percent signal change.
A) Average percent signal change across all voxels in an individual area for each of the
NBN stimuli. B) Average percent signal change across all voxels in an individual area
for remaining stimuli. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Horizontal bars indicate
where a significant difference (t-test, p<0.05) exists between two stimuli within an
individual area.
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4.4.3

Vocalization Specific Activation

Within the visual cortex of multiple species, cortical areas have been discovered that
appear to be specialized for the identification of faces (Taylor and Downing, 2011).
Similarly, cortical fields which process language have been identified in the auditory
cortex of humans, and this network appears to be largely lateralized (Hickok and
Poeppel, 2015). A homologue of these areas in the cat has yet to be identified and was
the focus of the next set of analyses.
In the present study, it was noted that no active voxels are observed in IN except
to vocalization stimuli. Area T appears less functionally specialized, showing
significantly active voxels in response to all stimuli except the 1 kHz NBN and FM
sweep stimuli. However, average time courses within area T reveal that vocalizations are
the only stimuli for which the BOLD signal remains significantly (p<0.05) above
baseline levels for the majority of the stimulus block (data not shown). The average
timecourse in area IN is much more variable than that of T in response to vocalizations
(Fig 4.11) such that area T is more consistently responsive to vocalizations than IN.
The harmonic stimuli used in the current study were designed to have similar
spectral qualities as the vocalizations, but without temporal variance. Therefore a
contrast between blocks of vocalization stimuli and those of harmonic stimuli was
performed to elucidate potential cortical areas specific to vocalizations. Harmonic
stimuli were designed to have the same fundamental frequencies as the vocalizations and
multiple harmonics comperable to vocalizations. This contrast results in a cluster
(p<0.05 FWE) of 59 voxels in the left hemisphere, at the ventral end of pes, which
includes VPAF and VAF, that spreads anteriorly across the gyrus corresponding to area T
(Fig 4.12).

4.5

Discussion

This current investigation represents the first comprehensive fMRI study to examine
responses of auditory cortical areas in the cat to a variety of auditory stimuli ranging from
simple noise stimuli to complex conspecific vocalizations. fMRI provides the unique
opportunity to gain access to cortical areas that are inaccessible to electrophysiological
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Figure 4.11 Vocalization timecourses in IN and T.
Average percent signal change of active voxels within IN (green) or T (blue) for blocks
of vocalization stimuli . Shading in corresponding colors indicates significant difference
(p<0.05) from baseline as indicated by ANOVA.
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Figure 4.12 Vocalization and harmonics contrast.
Contrast of the vocalization stimuli against the harmonic stimuli. Coronal and axial
sections reflect those indicated in the line drawing.
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examination, and the current study extends the functional hierarchy to include the more
ventral, higher-level cortical fields. With few exceptions, analyses reveal a general left
hemisphere lateralization. While responses to more complex stimuli were also observed,
FM sweeps were most effective across auditory cortex. Finally, using a contrast against
frequency-matched harmonic complexes, vocalizations were found to be selectively
processed in area T.

4.5.1

Cortical Lateralization

Within human auditory cortices, lateralization of function, especially with respect to
language, is a commonly accepted principle (Hickok and Poeppel, 2015; Kolb and
Whishaw, 1996). This lateralization has been attributed to differences in temporal or
spectral change (for a review see Scott and McGettigan, 2013), or attention and
sensorimotor interactions (Mottonen et al., 2014), and can be enhanced for self-generated
sounds, relative to externally generated stimuli (Reznik et al., 2014). Investigations of
lateralization of auditory cortex processing in non-human species are limited. Joly and
colleagues (2012) noted that activations in response to intact conspecific vocalizations
were lateralized to the right hemisphere. Specifically, lateral belt and parabelt areas of
the right hemisphere. Conversely, scrambled vocalizations were lateralized to auditory
cortex in the left hemisphere.
In the present investigation, a cerebral template was used which enabled group
analysis across animals as well as analysis of hemispheric lateralization which was not
previously possible. Lateralization of function, both in size and strength, was observed
for all stimuli in the auditory cortices of the cat. Visual inspection of data from
individual animals confirmed accurate alignment of sulci within auditory cortex. The
observed lateralization cannot, therefore, be a product of misalignment of ROIs used to
analyze data. BOLD signals were larger and stronger in the left-hemisphere for all
stimuli with the exception of 1 kHz NBN, which elicited unilateral activity in the right
hemisphere, and FM sweeps which elicited a larger, stronger signal in the right
hemisphere.
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Stimuli in the current study can be grossly divided into those that change in
frequency over time, and those that remain static. For example, the vocalizations
employed are comprised of multiple harmonics over several segments including rising
and falling phases, similar to formant transitions in human speech, and a plateau (Fig 4.3
C,D). Additionally, FM sweeps were included which rise or fall in frequency at a fast
rate, across a large frequency spectrum (Fig 4.3B). Conversely, all NBN (Fig 4.3A),
BBN (Fig 4.3F)), and harmonic (Fig 4.3E) stimuli used were of constant frequency across
their duration. The fact that BOLD activity for FM sweeps was right-lateralized while
vocalization-evoked activity showed left-lateralization similar to the static stimuli begs
the question – how are FM sweeps unique? While the vocalizations used here do have
sweep-like phases, they did not occur at the same rate and do not span the same
frequency range as the FM sweep stimuli. Interestingly, sweep rate and frequency range
have been shown to effect lateralization in humans (for a review see (Scott and
McGettigan, 2013). Thus, it is possible that these factors are also driving the difference
in hemispheric lateralization for FM sweeps observed in the present study. Future
investigations of lateralization using a variety of rates and frequency ranges, particularly
those more closely matched to what is commonly found in vocalizations, would enable a
more precise understanding of the contributory mechanisms.
The orientation with respect to the brain that images were acquired could
potentially affect laterality as a result of sampling order. However, in the present
investigation images were acquired in the transverse plain resulting in both left and right
hemispheres being sampled simultaneously. Therefore, this was not a factor affecting the
observed lateralization of function.
The unilateral, right-hemisphere activity elicited by 1 kHz NBN is not easily
interpreted. This stimulus is the same as other NBN stimuli, except that it is centered at 1
kHz. The frequency difference could conceivably result in a variance in lateralization
since, unlike the other NBN stimuli, it is within normal vocalization frequency ranges.
However, it cannot account for the unilateral nature of the activation.
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4.5.2

Tonotopy Using Narrow Band Noise

Using pure tones, Hall and Lomber (2015) demonstrated tonotopy within core auditory
cortex of the cat, namely areas A1 and AAF, and a weaker tonotopic progression along
the pes in areas PAF and VPAF. However, it was noted that more complex stimuli were
particularly effective at eliciting activation along the pes. In the present study, NBN
stimuli selectively activated regions along the pes enabling tonotopy to be better
visualized within PAF and VPAF. In contrast, tonotopy was not visualized in core areas
using NBN stimuli. In combination, these findings echo those from rhesus monkey and
human studies that found core areas to be more frequency selective and belt areas more
responsive to complex, or behaviourally relevant, acoustic stimuli (Kusmierek and
Rauschecker, 2009; Petkov et al., 2006, 2009; Schönwiesner et al., 2014; Woods et al.,
2010). Thus, the current study further supports the claim that areas A1 and AAF form a
core auditory cortex similar to that observed in non-human primates. In addition, the
tonotopic organization and preference for complex stimuli observed in PAF and VPAF
warrant comparison with auditory belt areas in the NHP (Kusmierek and Rauschecker,
2009; Petkov et al., 2006).

4.5.3

Vocalization Representation in Auditory Cortex

Cats have a wide variety of vocalizations, used for communication between animals
(Boudreau and Tsuchitani, 1973). Similar to human speech, cat vocalizations have
components such as sweeps and harmonic stacks (Fig 4.3 C, D; (Gehr et al., 2000).
Distinct vocalization differences from individual cats also allow for discrimination
between animals. The importance of vocalization in identification and communication
between individual cats suggests that there would be a subdivision of auditory cortex
dedicated to the processing of these stimuli.
In the current study, vocalizations elicited a BOLD response that included much
of the bilateral auditory cortices. In both hemispheres, active voxels were found on the
middle ectosylvian gyrus including A1, A2, IN, and T, and along the pes including PAF,
VPAF, and VAF. However, a contrast designed to identify areas that respond
preferentially to vocalizations rather than more generally to stimuli with harmonically-
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related frequency components demonstrated a focus of activity in area T. Petkov and
colleagues (2008) found similar results using conspecific vocalization stimuli with
monkeys, noting activity within auditory cortex corresponding to both core and belt areas
as well as activity outside of auditory cortex, in the posterior-parietal cortex of conscious
behaving subjects. Unlike in the present study, excitation in the NHP extended to
anterior auditory cortex (Petkov et al., 2008); however, they did note that these anterior
areas were silenced when animals were anesthetized.
It has been suggested that conclusions regarding the existence of a single
vocalization-specific area of auditory cortex should be made with caution as evidence
suggests multiple areas working in concert (Bizley and Walker, 2009; Gaucher et al.,
2013; Petkov et al., 2008). For example Petkov and colleagues (2008) demonstrated that
areas outside of auditory cortex become active in response to vocalizations in the NHP,
indicating more integrative processing. Thus, it is possible that areas within auditory
cortex that respond preferentially to vocalizations are, in fact, processing features of more
complex acoustic stimuli rather than being specifically tuned to vocal stimuli per se.
Consequently, it should be noted that area T, which is selectively activated by
vocalization stimuli in the current study, may be processing features present in vocal
stimuli rather than the vocalization as a whole.
While fMRI has the ability to examine the entirety of auditory cortex, area IN,
located just anterior to T, was difficult to activate using the present methods. While we
were able to demonstrate cortical activity across the remainder of auditory cortex using
these stimuli, it may be that a particular feature for which IN is tuned was not included.
It is also possible that the effects of anesthesia in the current study may be precluding
significant activity in IN. It may be that future investigations using an un-anesthetized
preparation may be more successful in recording activity in areas like IN that will be
more comparable to that observed in the NHP (Petkov et al., 2008).

4.5.4

Hierarchical Organization

Electrophysiological and anatomical evidence has indicated that A1 and AAF in cat
auditory cortex function at the same level (Fig 4.1 B, C), similar to core auditory cortex
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of the monkey (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a, 2011; Hackett, 2011, 2015; Lee and Winer,
2011; Petkov et al., 2006, 2009). This has also been confirmed recently using fMRI,
where activity in response to pure tones was isolated largely within these two areas (Hall
et al., 2014; Hall and Lomber, 2015) while BBN-elicited activity was concentrated along
the pes (Hall et al., 2014; Hall and Lomber, 2015).
Recent anatomical investigations have placed PAF just above core areas of the
auditory processing hierarchy (Lee and Winer, 2011) with principal inputs originating
from A1, VAF, and VPAF (Lee and Winer, 2008). Electrophysiological studies have
demonstrated that PAF neurons have longer latencies than those of A1 and AAF
(Carrasco and Lomber, 2009a, b) also suggesting that it is at a higher level of cortical
processing. Results from behavioural investigations using reversible deactivation have
indicated that A1 and PAF are functionally tuned for auditory localization (Lomber and
Malhotra, 2008; Malhotra et al., 2004; Malhotra and Lomber, 2007). However, the
stimuli in the current study contained no localization cues, but elicited robust responses in
PAF, suggesting a role for PAF beyond auditory object localization. Anatomical evidence
for a connection from AAF to PAF has been noted (Lee and Winer, 2008), and Carrasco
and Lomber (2011) have confirmed this possibility based on electrophysiological
latencies. Thus it appears that PAF may be in receipt of information critical both to
stimulus identification and localization. Indeed, a recent investigation presenting
conspecific vocalizations to un-anesthetized cats suggested that it would be premature to
exclude PAF from theories of auditory identification processing (Ma et al., 2013). Taken
together, the results of Ma and colleagues and the current study suggest that if parallel
processing of identification (“what”) and location (“where”) does exist within auditory
cortex, it may not begin until after PAF.
The processing of conspecific vocalizations, specifically for identification, has
been compared to facial recognition in the visual cortex (Gauthier et al., 2000; Petkov et
al., 2008). Cortical areas involved in face perceptions are at the highest level of the
hierarchy within the “what” stream. In the present investigation, T was selectively
responsive to conspecific vocalizations. This agrees with the proposed flow of
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information within auditory cortex of the cat (Carrasco and Lomber, 2011; Hackett,
2011) and confirms the hierarchy proposed by the anatomy (Lee and Winer, 2011).

4.6

Conclusion

The current study uses non-invasive imaging techniques to examine the functional
hierarchy of processing in a well-studied model of auditory perception. Using a variety
of simple and complex stimuli, we were able to image activity in areas of cortex that
respond poorly to the simple pure tone stimuli employed in a large proportion of the
existing literature. Through the presentation of narrow band noises centred on different
frequencies, we demonstrate tonotopic activity in cortical areas along the posterior
ectosylvian sulcus. Moreover, we provide functional evidence of specialized processing
of vocalization in temporal cortex, and suggest a reinterpretation of the role of the
posterior auditory field in dorsal/ventral stream processing. Collectively, these data
provide the first comprehensive view of the functional hierarchy of auditory processing in
the cat, bolstering a body of work that has, to date, been limited to anatomical evidence.
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5

Chapter 5 – Conclusions
The investigations within this work were designed to provide functional evidence of a
hierarchy in auditory cortex of the cat. Chapter 2 optimized the fMRI method to be used.
Chapter 3 demonstrated that tonotopic and core areas can be identified in auditory cortex
of the cat using fMRI. Chapter 4 used complex stimuli to investigate ventral areas of
auditory cortex of the cat. The current chapter will summarize the results and
conclusions drawn from each of the individual investigations. Then, the impact of the
whole body of results on current knowledge and future directions will be discussed.

5.1

Individual Investigations

Each investigation included in this work targeted specific lines of enquiry. The following
subsections will include; a summary of results from each study and a brief discussion of
the significance of the results.

5.1.1
There’s more than one way to scan a cat: Imaging cat
auditory cortex with high-field fMRI using continuous or sparse
sampling.
This investigation compared sparse and continuous sampling techniques using fMRI. As
a result, similar statistical strengths were found for both methods in both the auditory
cortex and midbrain. Significant differences between the two methods occurred in extent
of activation with larger activations occurring while using the continuous method. Also,
the location of activation varied with stimulus type. Pure tone stimuli resulted in
activations largely located in known tonotopic areas while broadband noise (BBN)
stimuli resulted in activations located along the pes.
Contrary to studies in humans (Hall et al., 1999; Peelle et al., 2010; Schmidt et al.,
2008; Woods et al., 2009) and monkeys (Petkov et al., 2009), the present comparison
indicated no difference in statistical strength of activations, significant difference in
extent of activation using continuous sampling, and better demonstration of functional
organization using continuous sampling. Some of these differences could be attributed to
variations in acquisition (Petkov et al., 2009), volume sampling (Hall et al., 1999), or
stimulus presentation timing (Schmidt et al., 2008).
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Therefore, general conclusions drawn for this investigation were that, during
passive stimulation in an anesthetized animal, continuous scanning is the preferred
method for investigations of auditory cortex in the cat using fMRI.

5.1.2
High-field fMRI reveals tonotopically organized and core
auditory cortex in the cat.
This investigation was designed to demonstrate that known principles of auditory cortex
of the cat can be demonstrated using fMRI. Four tonotopically organized areas (AAF,
A1, PAF, and VPAF) were delineated and tonotopy was also demonstrated. Also, core
auditory cortex, consisting of A1 and AAF, was identified by comparing the location of
activation in response to either pure tone or BBN stimuli.
Classical tonotopic methods, such as electrophysiology, reflect local
heterogeneity which can obscure tonotopic mapping. fMRI employs a more macroscopic
view which can allow for a more defined tonotopic map. This, combined with the noninvasive nature and ability to investigate all cortices, makes fMRI optimal for
investigations of cat auditory cortex. The importance of these results extends beyond
application to cat auditory cortex. It provides the foundation for application of known
principles of cat auditory cortex to both monkey and human auditory cortex.

5.1.3
The cat’s meow: A high-field fMRI assessment of cortical
activity in response to vocalizations and complex auditory stimuli.
This study was designed to investigate areas of cat auditory cortex that have previously
been elusive. Results indicate multiple areas of interest. First, auditory responses are
largely lateralized to the left hemisphere. Also, tonotopy in PAF and VPAF can best be
observed using narrowband noise (NBN). Additionally, vocalization stimuli result in a
focus of activity in area T. Finally, activations in PAF indicate that it has a role in the
“what” stream.
Lateralization of function in humans, especially with respect to speech, is widely
accepted (Hickok and Poeppel, 2015; Kolb and Whishaw, 1996). In the cat, this had not
previously been identified and was difficult to interpret. Future investigations using
stimuli specifically designed to probe lateralization would shed light on the underlying
mechanisms. Chapter 3 (Hall and Lomber, 2015) demonstrated that pure tones could be
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used to identify tonotopy. In chapter 4 it was demonstrated that NBN, centered at
different frequencies, effectively revealed tonotopy in PAF and VPAF with minimal
effect in core areas. These results further supported conclustions from Chapter 3, that A1
and AAF function as a core similar to that of the monkey. Also, while PAF and VPAF
are tonotopically organized, they are selective to more complex stimuli. Finally, all
stimuli included in this study were devoid of location information and still resulted in
activations in PAF. Previous studies have shown that PAF is necessary for sound
localization (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008; Malhotra et al., 2004; Malhotra and Lomber,
2007), which has resulted in theories that it is solidly involved in the “where” pathway.
Results from this study indicate that PAF also has a role in sound identification, which
modifies current organizational theories pertaining to the parallel processing of auditory
cortex of the cat.

5.2

General Conclusions

The overarching goal of this work was to investigate the hierarchical organization within
auditory cortex of the cat using fMRI. It successfully demonstrated known elements of
the hierarchy within auditory cortex of the cat. It also revealed elements of the hierarchy
that was previously unknown. In this section the advances in understanding of the
cortical organization as a result of this work will be discussed.

5.2.1

Core vs. Non-Core Cortex

Previous investigations, using more invasive techniques, have proposed that A1 and AAF
function as a core auditory cortex similar to that of the monkey (Carrasco and Lomber,
2009a, b; Hackett, 2011, 2015; Lee and Sherman, 2011; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000).
Core auditory cortex of the monkey has been successfully delineated from the belt by
comparing activations in response to pure tones or broadband noise (BBN) using fMRI
(Petkov et al., 2006, 2009). Activations in response to pure tones were present in both
core and belt auditory cortex of the monkey. However, belt cortex was selectively
responsive to BBN stimuli. A similar pattern of activation was observed in the present
work. Response to pure tone stimuli, including a tonotopic progression, was observed in
AAF, A1, PAF and VPAF. However, activations in response to BBN were concentrated
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along the posterior ectosylvian sulcus (pes) corresponding to PAF and VPAF. This
further supports the proposal of AAF and A1 forming a core auditory cortex similar to
the monkey. It also strengthens comparisons of results between species.

5.2.2

Lateralization of function

Lateralization of function in human audition, particularly with respect to speech
perception, is a commonly accepted principle (Dhanjal et al., 2008; Hickok and Poeppel,
2015; Kolb and Whishaw, 1996; Spitsyna et al., 2006). Binder and colleagues (2000)
noted that a lateralization of activity didn’t occur until stimuli took the form of words or
pseudo-words with reversed words, tones and noises all resulting in equivalent bilateral
activations. They also noted that left hemisphere levels of activation were not lowered
between word, pseudo-word, or vocalization reversals. In fact, right hemisphere
activations in response to pseudo-word or reversal stimuli were raised to match left
hemisphere levels. This indicates that the asymmetry is not due to the left hemisphere
being more responsive, but that the right hemisphere is less responsive to word stimuli.
Interestingly, the initial processing of speech, on Heschl’s gyrus (HG) and surrounding
cortex, is symmetric bilaterally (Binder et al., 2000; Poeppel et al., 2004).
Investigations of functional lateralization within monkeys have not revealed a
clear pattern. Early lesion studies in monkeys noted that unilateral left temporal lesions
of the superior temporal gyrus, including auditory cortex, resulted in initial impairments
in discrimination between vocalizations (Heffner and Heffner, 1984, 1986). However,
similar right hemisphere lesions did not cause impairment. A more recent PET study also
found an asymmetry, favoring the left temporal pole, restricted to conspecific
vocalizations (Poremba et al., 2004). Interestingly, this same study found that severing
the forebrain commissures eliminated the asymmetry and brought right hemisphere
activity levels up to that of the left hemisphere. Other investigations using PET showed
no lateralization of function (Gil-da-Costa et al., 2004; Gil-da-Costa et al., 2006). Using
fMRI Petkov and colleagues (2008) found that activations in response to conspecific
vocalizations appeared symmetric within auditory cortex of both hemispheres. However,
they did note a region of activation within temporal cortex, anterior to auditory cortex,
lateralized to the right hemisphere. In contrast, Joly and colleagues (2012) found that
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activations in response to intact versus scrambled vocalizations were asymmetrical. In
this study, belt and parabelt cortex in the left hemisphere selectively responded to intact
human and monkey vocalization stimuli.
Asymmetries in lower animals have also been observed. Behavioral results
indicate that mouse mothers cannot recognize pup calls when input to the right ear, or left
auditory cortex, is obstructed (Ehret, 1987). In birds, while lateralization was noted in
each individual case, the hemispheric focus of the asymmetry was not consistent across
animals (George et al., 2002).
In the present investigation, all stimuli resulted in a larger and stronger activation
in the left hemisphere, with the exception of 1kHz narrow band noise (NBN) and
frequency modulated (FM) sweeps which were lateralized to the right hemisphere. The
asymmetry in response to FM sweeps, opposite to that of vocalizations, has some
precedence. Poeppel and colleagues (2004) noted a similar, less apparent, asymmetry
favoring the right superior temporal gyrus. They suggested that the right hemisphere
might be more responsive to slow rates of change or FM sweeps of longer durations.
This is bolstered by results indicating that the left hemisphere is specialized for rapidly
changing stimuli (Belin et al., 1998; Johnsrude et al., 1997). The present results largely
support this theory, with asymmetrical activations in response to rapidly changing stimuli
favoring the left hemisphere.

5.2.3

Cortical Subdivisions of interest.

Results from the present investigation highlight two specific subdivisions of auditory
cortex. Robust activation, in response to all stimuli, was commonly found dorsally on the
posterior lip of the posterior ectosylvian sulcus (pes) corresponding to PAF. Also, in
chapter 4, the temporal (T) area were found to be selectively responsive to conspecific
vocalizations.

5.2.3.1 PAF
Contrary to previous functional and behavioural investigations, the present results
indicate that PAF may be more functionally diverse than previously thought. More than
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35% of cortical input to PAF originates from A1 and VPAF which are also tonotopically
organized (Lee and Winer, 2008b, 2011). Thalamic inputs to PAF are largely from
dorsal nuclei which separates it from its cortical inputs: A1, which receives almost
exclusively from ventral thalamic nuclei, and VPAF, which largely receives input from
caudal thalamic nuclei (Lee and Winer, 2008a). Direct comparisons have been made of
PAF and the caudomedial (CM) area in the monkey (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b).
Similar to PAF in the cat, area CM of the monkey receives the largest inputs from dorsal
thalamic nuclei (de la Mothe et al., 2012), A1 of core cortex, and surrounding caudal belt
areas (de la Mothe et al., 2006).
Adding to anatomical evidence of the position of PAF within the hierarchy,
electrophysiological investigations of PAF have reported a significantly longer latency
than A1 (Carrasco and Lomber, 2009b, 2011). This indicates that PAF is at a
functionally higher level than A1 within a hierarchical model. Carrasco and Lomber
(2009b) also found that reversible deactivation of A1 resulted in a significant decrease in
response strength in PAF. This indicates a significant modulatory influence of A1 on
PAF, and dependence of PAF on input from A1, also placing PAF at a higher functional
level. Similar studies in the monkey have not noted significant differences between A1
and CM (Kajikawa et al., 2011).
The use of reversible deactivation also added to the understanding of the function
of PAF. Multiple studies have shown that deactivation of PAF results in a deficit in the
ability to localize auditory stimuli (Malhotra et al., 2004; Malhotra and Lomber, 2007).
Using the same technique and behavioural testing, Lomber and Malhotra (2008)
confirmed the function of PAF in auditory localization. This study also demonstrated
that deactivation of PAF had no effect on auditory discrimination. Electrophysiological
evidence has also indicated that PAF is well suited for guiding localization behaviour
(Stecker et al., 2003). Together the electrophysiological and behavioural evidence have
compelled theories that PAF may be the initial stages of a “where” stream, similar to that
of the visual system. It has been proposed that a similar stream appears in auditory
cortex of the monkey, with posterior belt and parabelt areas specialized for localization of
sound sources (Recanzone and Cohen, 2010). Specific investigations have indicated that
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neurons in CM of the monkey are spatially sensitive to auditory stimuli (Recanzone,
2001; Recanzone et al., 2000).
The present results confirm that PAF is at a hierarchically higher level than core
auditory cortex. Activity in PAF was more robust in response to broadband noise (BBN)
rather than pure tones and vice versa for core areas. This indicates that PAF is processing
higher level stimuli. In the visual system, areas at higher levels within a stream process
more complex stimuli culminating in specialization for things such as face perception
(Collins and Olson, 2014; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2010) or visually guided
reaching (Karnath and Perenin, 2005; Singhal et al., 2013). Therefore, results of the
present investigation confirm previous conclusions that PAF is operating at a higher level
than core auditory cortex.
However, some results from this investigation contradict, or call into question,
proposed theories that PAF functions exclusively in the “where” stream. All stimuli used
in this work did not contain any interaural time or level differences which are often used
to simulate spatial location. Therefore, stimuli did not include any spatial cues but
resulted in highly significant levels of activation in PAF. Given the hierarchy based on
anatomical connections (Lee and Winer, 2011) it was expected that areas along the
“what” pathway, such as A2, would be selectively activated. Also, based on results from
behavioural investigations (Lomber and Malhotra, 2008) it was expected that, using these
stimuli, PAF would be minimally active as it attempted to process stimuli for location.
Contrary to our predictions, PAF was often the center of activity for stimuli more
complex than pure tones. This indicates that PAF may not be exclusively positioned in
the localization “where” stream as previously thought.

5.2.3.2 Area T
Ventral subdivisions of auditory cortex of the cat such as the temporal (T) area are
difficult to investigate using more invasive techniques. This is reflected in the paucity of
literature addressing functional properties of these ventral-most areas. The use of fMRI
in the present investigations facilitated functional observations within T and has revealed
that it may be a center dedicated to processing vocalization stimuli. It has previously
been proposed that a subdivision of auditory cortex exists which preferentially responds
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to vocalizations. This is similar to subdivisions of visual cortex in both humans (Ghuman
et al., 2014; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Kanwisher et al., 1999; Nasr and Tootell, 2012;
Sergent et al., 1992) and monkeys (Ku et al., 2011; Ohayon et al., 2012; SugaseMiyamoto et al., 2014; Tsao et al., 2006) which selectively respond to faces.
Voice selective areas in human auditory cortex have been identified along the
bank of the superior temporal sulcus (STS (Altmann et al., 2007; Belin et al., 2002; Belin
et al., 2000; Pernet et al., 2015). Contrasts comparing voice and non-voice stimuli also
showed that cortex believed to be homologous to belt and parabelt in the monkey were
more responsive to voice stimuli. However, clusters of activation were not attributed to
any specific area.
In the monkey, several studies have indicated a species specific specialization
along the superior temporal gyrus (STG) with varying reports of lateralization (Gil-daCosta et al., 2004; Poremba et al., 2004). However, Petkov and colleagues (2008)
identified two areas of auditory cortex that are voice selective. One area was located in
posterior core and belt areas corresponding roughly to A1. The second area was anterior
to classic belt areas in temporalis superior (Ts) 1 and 2. The anterior cluster of activation
was present in awake and anesthetized preparations, and was sensitive to the identity of
the caller. The posterior cluster, corresponding to posterior core and belt cortex, was not
present in anesthetized preparations and did not show a sensitivity to caller identity.
It has been proposed that information flow within auditory cortex of the cat
proceeds postero-ventrally (Carrasco and Lomber, 2011; Hackett, 2011) from core
auditory cortex. Latencies within individual areas are increasingly longer moving
ventrally with AAF and A1 having similar, shorter latencies and A2 and PAF having
longer latencies (Carrasco and Lomber, 2011). Areas located higher within a functional
stream in the visual system process successively more complex stimuli. With this in
mind it was predicted, in these investigations, that more complex stimuli would result in
activations in more ventral areas. Conspecific vocalizations were the most complex
stimuli used and, as expected, resulted in a focus of activity in T, one of the ventral most
areas of auditory cortex in the cat. This confirms theories of information flow and
identifies cortical specialization for vocalization which had not previously been
documented.
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The activations in T were present in an anesthetized preparation similar to the
anterior activations seen in the monkey (Petkov et al., 2008). Also, anatomical evidence
places T at the top of the hierarchy (Lee and Winer, 2011), which agrees with the flow of
information within auditory cortex that has been proposed (Carrasco and Lomber, 2011;
Hackett, 2011). Ts1 and Ts2 of the monkey are also at the high levels of processing.
Although only preliminary, this evidence suggests that area T of the cat and areas Ts1
and Ts2 of the monkey may be homologous.

5.3

Future Directions

Results from these investigations provide a foundation for a number of interesting future
directions within the cat. For example, the present investigation did not include stimuli
with location information highlighting the “where” stream of auditory cortex. A future
investigation might include interaural time or level differences using the same stimuli.
Inclusion of this information would enable analysis allowing a double dissociation of
cortical areas included in both “what” and “where” streams in auditory cortex. Also,
inclusion of stimuli with location information would shed further light on the role of PAF
in the cortical hierarchy.
Also, further investigations using behavioural, electrophysiological, and fMRI
techniques, into the functional properties of PAF are prompted by results of the present
investigation. A more diverse set of stimuli or new behavioural paradigms may shed
light on the conflict between the present results and previous investigations. For
example, most stimuli in the present investigations included spectral change. Using
different more targeted stimuli, may show that PAF is also sensitive to spectral changes
of specific rates or within specific ranges.
The activations in response to conspecific vocalizations found in T also provide a
previously inaccessible line of inquiry. For example, the present investigation used one
kind of vocalization from two cats. Presenting different variations of vocalization stimuli
would elucidate the specificity of these activations. For example: similar vocalizations
from different cats that the current subject is or is not familiar with, different vocalization
types (e.g., hissing, meowing, purring), reverse vocalizations, and vocalizations from
different species would all provide interesting and relevant information. Petkov and
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colleagues (2008) used these kinds of variations to more accurately define a vocalization
specific region in monkey auditory cortex. Doing a similar analysis in the cat would
further elucidate similarities between area T and Ts 1 and 2 in the monkey.
On a more technical note, the use of anesthesia affects our ability to assess
perception of stimuli. Future investigations may consider training animals to lie in the
MRI apparatus to facilitate assessment of the effects that this might be having on cortical
activity. Also, the noise of the scanner required stimuli to be presented at 85 dB. This
proved to be a potential confound, especially in determining tonotopy, since neuronal
sensitivity to specific frequencies gets broader with higher intensities. While continuous
scanning proved to be optimal for strength and size of activation in chapter 2, sparse
scanning may be more beneficial in certain experimental designs. For example, the
ability to use less intense pure tone stimuli may facilitate a more detailed tonotopy,
especially in A1. It may also allow a better visualization of tonotopy within AAF which
was difficult to interpret in the present investigations.
Results from the present investigations also indicate potential application in future
studies of monkey auditory cortex and, by extension, human auditory cortex. The
similarities in organization of cat and monkey auditory cortex indicate that principles
discovered in the cat can be generally applied to the monkey. For example, PAF of the
cat and CM of the monkey have been compared closely in past investigations. In fact,
both have been noted to have auditory localization properties. Given the contradictions
found with respect to PAF between this work and previous investigations, CM of the
monkey should be probed similar to PAF in the cat for more specific functional
properties.
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